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DISCLAIMER 

© 2020 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. This document is provided "as-is." Information and 

views expressed in this document, including URL and other internet website references, may change 

without notice. In addition, for your convenience, this document references one or more Microsoft 

agreements and summarizes portions of such agreements and is intended for information purposes 

only. You should refer to the actual text in the most current version of the Microsoft agreements for the 

exact legal commitments.  

This document does not constitute legal advice; you should consult your own counsel for legal guidance 

on your specific scenarios. This document does not provide you with any rights to any intellectual 

property in any Microsoft product or service. You may copy and use this document only for your 

internal, reference purposes. You bear all risk of using it. 
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Foreword 
More and more life science organizations are looking to leverage cloud-based solutions that can be used 

anywhere, on any device, to support "good practice" quality guidelines and regulations (GxP). To carry 

out their digital transformation, customers in regulated industries trust Microsoft cloud services such as 

Microsoft 365, Azure, and Dynamics 365 to shorten their time to market, reduce costs, increase 

operational efficiency, and accelerate scientific innovation.  

Each year Microsoft invests billions of dollars in designing, building, and operating innovative cloud 

services. But in this highly regulated industry, for you to even consider our services, we must earn and 

retain your trust. Microsoft cloud services are built around key tenets of security, privacy, transparency, 

and compliance; and we invest more each year to increase the confidence of our life sciences customers 

in Microsoft cloud services. 

Microsoft aims to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data, documents, and GxP 

applications for life science organizations. With each service, customer data benefits from multiple layers 

of security and governance technologies, operational practices, and compliance policies to enforce data 

privacy and integrity at specific levels. 

Over time, we intend to make it easier for life sciences organizations to use Microsoft cloud services for 

their full portfolios of applications. We believe that this GxP guidance document is a key step toward that 

goal. Given the shared responsibilities of the cloud model, life science customers rely on the fact that 

Microsoft has implemented appropriate technical and procedural controls to manage and maintain the 

cloud environment in a state of control.  Microsoft’s quality practices and secure development lifecycle 

encompass similar core elements as would be found in many life sciences customers’ internal Quality 

Management Systems and meet or exceed industry standards. 

This guide should help demonstrate that you can develop and operate GxP applications on Microsoft 

Azure with confidence and without sacrificing compliance with GxP regulation. 

We look forward to working with you to help you achieve your digital transformation initiatives using 

Azure, the Microsoft hyperscale cloud platform. 

 

Daniel Carchedi – Sr. Director Business Development & Strategy Life Sciences 

Microsoft Corporation 

July 2020 
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Executive Summary 
Life sciences organizations, ranging from large multinational pharmaceutical manufacturers to smaller 

biotechnology startups, all face the same pressure to streamline processes, increase efficiency, and 

reduce costs while ensuring patient safety, product quality, and data integrity. This pressure, combined 

with the unique benefits of cloud technology that include rapid on-demand scalability as well as global 

reach, is driving an increasing number of life sciences organizations to consider moving GxP systems to 

the cloud.  

The goal of this GxP guidance document is to provide life sciences organizations with a comprehensive 

toolset for using Microsoft Azure while adhering to industry best practices and applicable regulations. It 

identifies the shared responsibilities between Microsoft and its life sciences customers for meeting 

regulatory requirements, such as FDA 21 CFR Part 11 Electronic Records, Electronic Signatures (21 CFR 

Part 11), and EudraLex Volume 4 – Annex 11 Computerised Systems (Annex 11). 

While considering the use of cloud technology to host GxP computerized systems, it is important for life 

sciences organizations to assess the adequacy of the cloud service provider’s processes and controls that 

help to assure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data that is stored in the cloud. When 

stored in Microsoft Azure, customer data benefits from multiple layers of security and governance 

technologies, operational practices, and compliance policies to enforce data privacy and integrity at very 

specific levels. This document highlights the extensive controls implemented as part of Azure’s internal 

development of security and quality practices, which help to ensure that the Azure platform meets its 

specifications and is maintained in a state of control. Azure procedural and technical controls are 

regularly audited and verified for effectiveness by independent third-party assessors. The latest 

certificates and audit reports are available to customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP). 

Of equal importance are those processes and controls that must be implemented by Microsoft life 

sciences customers to ensure that GxP computerized systems are maintained in a secured and validated 

state. This guidance document includes recommendations based on proven practices of existing life 

sciences customers as well as industry standards for qualification and validation of GxP applications. By 

establishing a well-defined cloud strategy and robust governance model, customers can ensure the 

following: 

 Risks associated with hosting GxP applications in the cloud are identified and mitigated. 

 Internal quality and information technology procedures are adapted for using cloud-based 

applications and customer personnel are appropriately trained. 

 Due diligence/assessment of the cloud service provider is performed. 

 Systems are designed to preserve system resiliency, performance, data security, and 

confidentiality.  

 Virtual infrastructure components and services are maintained in a qualified state. 

 Data integrity and compliance with regulatory requirements is verified. 

 Data backup/recovery procedures are in place and tested. 

https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
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By working together and focusing on their respective areas of expertise, Microsoft and its life sciences 

customers can help usher in a new era in which cloud-based GxP systems are no longer seen as a 

compliance risk, but rather as a safer, more efficient model for driving innovation and maintaining 

regulatory compliance.  
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Authors 
The production of this GxP guidance document was driven by the Microsoft Health and Life Sciences 

Team and was developed in collaboration with several functional team members whose responsibilities 

include compliance, engineering, life sciences, technology, strategy, and account management. We 

collaborated with our longstanding life sciences industry partner, Montrium, to review Microsoft Azure 

quality and development practices and to provide expert guidance concerning industry best practices for 

cloud compliance and GxP computerized systems validation. Montrium is a highly regarded knowledge-

based company that uses its deep understanding of GxP processes and technologies to help life sciences 

organizations improve processes and drive innovation while maintaining compliance with GxP 

regulations. Montrium works exclusively in the life sciences industry and has provided services to over 

200 life sciences organizations around the globe, including organizations in North America, Europe, and 

Asia. In producing this document, Montrium took advantage of the extensive practical experience 

gained while managing their qualified Azure-based GxP solutions suite, which is currently used by their 

life sciences customers to support various GxP-regulated processes and records.  

  

http://www.montrium.com/
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 
As adoption of cloud-based technologies continues to accelerate globally and across industries, 

Microsoft recognizes that the life sciences industry has unique needs when leveraging Microsoft Azure 

services to host regulated (GxP) applications. Working in a highly regulated environment requires life 

sciences organizations to consider potential compliance impacts before fully embracing new 

technologies. This GxP guidance document embodies the continued focus and commitment of Microsoft 

to supporting the life sciences industry as it seeks to benefit from the full potential of cloud-based 

solutions. 

Microsoft's goal is to provide life sciences organizations with a comprehensive toolset for using Azure 

while adhering to industry best practices and applicable regulations. To achieve this goal, we identified 

proven practices of existing life sciences customers and partners who currently use Microsoft cloud 

services as the basis for their GxP validated applications. We also collaborated with Montrium to review 

our internal quality and development practices, while collaborating with industry subject matter experts 

and regulatory agencies to identify critical elements that have GxP relevance. Together, we defined 

recommendations for organizations seeking to use Azure-based GxP applications. 

Although Microsoft continues to publish comprehensive information concerning its internal security, 

privacy, and compliance controls, this document consolidates and further clarifies topics that are 

paramount to our life sciences customers. These GxP-relevant topics include: 

 Increased visibility into crucial areas of internal Azure quality management, IT infrastructure 

qualification, and software development practices 

 Recommendations for customer GxP compliance readiness, including an approach for 

establishing qualified environments using Azure IaaS (infrastructure as a service) and PaaS 

(platform as a service) to support cloud-based GxP applications or workloads 

 Description of GxP-relevant tools and features within Azure 

 In-depth analysis of shared responsibilities concerning US FDA 21 CFR Part 11 and EudraLex 

Volume 4 Annex 11 regulatory requirements and current industry standards, such as ISPE’s 

GAMP® 5 and related Good Practice Guides  

Achieving a compliant cloud-based solution requires well-defined controls and processes, with shared 

responsibilities between Azure and its customers. We have implemented a series of technical and 

procedural controls to help ensure the dependability (accessibility, availability, reliability, safety, 

integrity, and maintainability) of Microsoft systems and services. Of equal importance are the controls 

enforced by Microsoft customers in protecting the security and privacy of their data.  
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This document begins with an initial focus on internal Azure quality and development practices, 

followed by recommendations to help life sciences industry customers successfully implement their GxP 

applications in Azure. 

 

1 Section 2 includes details about internal Microsoft systems, controls, and processes. 
2 Section 3 includes recommendations for customers implementing GxP applications within Azure. 

1.2 Audience and scope 
Life sciences organizations as well as IT solution providers using the Azure platform to host GxP-

regulated computerized systems or workloads can benefit from this guideline document. The life 

sciences industry consists of a wide array of organizations operating in various segments, including 

pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, medical device, clinical research, and veterinary medicine. 

The Azure platform may be used across these industry segments to run a variety of business applications 

that support GxP activities. The specific GxP related process supported by the customer’s Azure 

environment are not addressed in this document, as the customer (regulated user) is responsible for 

defining the requirements and validating the GxP computerized system deployed within Azure. 

The Azure products and services in scope of this document include the Azure Core Services, Microsoft 

Online Services, and Azure Government, as described in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. 

1.3 Key terms and definitions 

1.3.1 GxP 
GxP is a general abbreviation for the "good practice" quality guidelines and regulations (see GxP 

regulations). 

1.3.2 GxP regulations 
The term GxP regulations refers to the underlying international pharmaceutical requirements, such as 

those outlined in the US FD&C Act, US PHS Act, FDA regulations, EU Directives, Japanese regulations, or 

other applicable national legislation or regulations under which an organization operates. These include, 

but are not limited to: 

 Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) (pharmaceutical, including Active Pharmaceutical 

Ingredient (API), veterinary, and blood) 

 Good Clinical Practice (GCP) 

 Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) 

 Good Distribution Practice (GDP) 

 Good Quality Practice (GQP) (refer to Japan MHLW Ministerial Ordinance No. 136) 

Microsoft Azure focus1

•Overview of Azure products and services

•Azure certifications and attestations

•Azure Quality Management System

•Azure software development and infrastructure 
qualification

Life sciences customer focus2

•Cloud strategy and governance recommendations

•Potential impacts to customers' QMS, including data 
integrity and operations management controls

•Qualfication considerations for IaaS and PaaS-based GxP 
applications

•GxP-relevant tools and features within Azure

https://www.pmda.go.jp/files/000153579.pdf
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 Good Pharmacovigilance Practice (GVP) 

 Medical Device Regulations (MedDev) 

 Prescription Drug Marketing Act (PDMA) 

1.3.3 GxP computerized system 
A GxP computerized system is a computerized system that is subject to GxP regulations as defined 

earlier. Throughout this document, the terms GxP computerized system, GxP system, and GxP 

application are used interchangeably. 

1.3.4 Customer 

Within the context of this document, the customer is any person or organization using or managing a 

GxP computerized system hosted on the Azure platform. 

1.3.5 Microsoft Azure and the Azure platform 

The Azure platform refers to the collection of integrated IaaS and PaaS cloud services offered by 

Microsoft and includes personnel, processes, technology, software, and physical infrastructure which 

together deliver the complete service offering. Throughout this document, the terms Microsoft Azure, 

Azure platform, and Azure are used interchangeably. 

1.3.6 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
The IaaS service model includes the infrastructure resources from the facilities to the hardware 

platforms and the hypervisor that supports the customer's computer resources—that is, virtual 

machines and containers. IaaS capability provides the customer with the ability to provision processing, 

storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources on which the customer can deploy and 

run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and applications.  

The customer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over 

operating systems, storage, deployed applications, and possibly limited control of select networking 

components (for example, host firewalls). 

1.3.7 Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
The PaaS service model provides an additional layer of integration with application development 

frameworks, middleware capabilities, and functions such as databases, messaging, and queuing. PaaS 

allows developers to build and deploy applications on the platform. PaaS also provides the customer 

with the capability to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications 

created using programming languages and tools supported by the provider.  

The customer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure, which might include 

network, servers, operating systems, or storage, but has control over the deployed applications and 

possibly application hosting environment configurations.  
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2 Overview of Microsoft Azure 
Microsoft Azure is a multi-tenant public cloud computing platform for building, deploying, and managing 

applications through a global network of Microsoft and third-party managed datacenters. It supports 

both infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and platform as a service (PaaS) cloud service models and enables 

hybrid solutions that integrate cloud services with customers’ on-premises resources.  

Azure consists of a growing collection of integrated cloud services, including analytics, computing, 

database, mobile, networking, storage, and web. Microsoft has applied state-of-the-art technology and 

processes across all cloud services to maintain consistent and reliable access, security, and privacy and 

have incorporated capabilities for compliance with a wide range of regulations and privacy mandates. 

The Azure platform is supported by a growing network of more than 100 Microsoft-managed 

datacenters containing millions of servers and is currently available in 140 countries, including 58 

regions. Our experience delivering consumer and enterprise cloud services at a global scale dates to 

1994, when MSN was launched. Since then, the Microsoft cloud infrastructure has grown to more than 

one billion customers and 200 million organizations.  

At Microsoft, trust is a focal point for service delivery, contractual commitments, and industry 

accreditation, which is why we embraced the Trusted Cloud initiative. The Trusted Cloud Initiative is a 

program of the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) industry group created to help cloud service providers 

develop industry-recommended, secure and interoperable identity, access and compliance management 

configurations and practices.  This set of requirements, guidelines, and controlled processes ensures we 

deliver our cloud services with the highest standards regarding engineering, legal, and compliance 

support. Our focus is on maintaining data integrity in the cloud, which is governed by the following three 

(3) key principals: 

 

 
Visit the Trust Center to learn more about what Microsoft is doing to earn our customers’ trust. 

 

2.1 Azure products and services 
Azure consists of the following products and services (see the Microsoft Azure Compliance Offerings 

white paper): 

Security

Protecting you 
cyberthreats

Privacy

Giving you 
control over 

access to your 
data

Compliance

Unparalleled 
investment in 

meeting global 
standards

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/datacenters/
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trust-center
http://aka.ms/azurecompliance
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/security
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/security
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/privacy
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/privacy
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/compliance
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/compliance/
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 AI + Machine Learning: Azure Bot Service, Azure Batch AI, Azure Machine Learning Service (also 

known as Project Vienna Services), Bing Speech API, Cognitive Services Content Moderator, 

Cognitive Services Computer Vision API, Cognitive Services Face API, Cognitive Services Text 

Analytics API, Custom Vision, Enterprise Graph, Language Understanding Intelligent Service, 

Microsoft Genomics, Microsoft Healthcare Bot, Machine Learning Studio, QnAMaker Service, 

Speech Services, Translator Text API, Video Indexer   

 Compute: Azure Migrate, Batch, Cloud Services, Functions, Service Fabric, Virtual Machines 

(including SQL VM), Azure Reserved Virtual Machine Instances, Virtual Machine Scale Sets 

 Containers: Azure Container Registry, Azure Container Service (ACS), Azure Container Instances 

(ACI), Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) 

 Networking: Application Gateway, Azure DDoS Protection, Azure DNS, Azure Firewall, Azure 

Front Door Service, Content Delivery Network, Network Watcher, ExpressRoute, Load Balancer, 

Network Watcher Traffic Analytics, Traffic Manager, Virtual Network, VPN Gateway 

 Storage: Archive Storage, Azure File Sync, Backup, Data Box Edge Service, Data Lake Store, 

Import/Export, Site Recovery, Azure Storage (Blobs (including Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2), 

Disks, Files, Queues, Tables) including Cool and Premium, StorSimple 

 Web + Mobile: App Service (including API Apps, Mobile Apps, and Web Apps), Azure Search, 

Azure SignalR Service, Media Services 

 Databases: Azure Cache for Redis, Azure Cosmos DB, Azure Database for MySQL, Azure 

Database for PostgreSQL, Azure Database for MariaDB, Azure Database Migration Service, Azure 

SQL Database, SQL Data Warehouse, SQL Server Stretch Database 

 Analytics: Azure Analysis Services, Azure Data Explorer, Azure Data Factory, Data Lake Analytics, 

HDInsight, Power Query Online, Stream Analytics 

 Internet of Things: Azure Device Provisioning Service, Event Hubs, Azure IoT Central, Internet of 

Things (IoT) Hub, Notification Hubs, Azure Time Series Insights, Event Grid 

 Integration: API Management, Data Catalog, Logic Apps, Service Bus, Microsoft Managed 

Desktop (MMD) 

 Security + Identity: Azure Active Directory (Free, Basic), Azure Active Directory (Premium), Azure 

Active Directory B2C, Azure Active Directory Domain Services, Azure Advanced Threat 

Protection, Azure Dedicated HSM, Azure Information Protection (including Azure Rights 

Management), Key Vault, Microsoft Azure Sentinel, Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA), Security 

Center, Microsoft Defender Advanced Threat Protection 

 Developer Tools: Application Insights, Azure DevTest Labs, Application Insights Profiler, Azure 

Lab Services  

 Management and Governance: Automation, Azure Advisor, Azure Blueprints, Azure Monitor 

Essentials, Azure Managed Applications, Azure Policy, Azure Resource Manager, Log Analytics, 

Microsoft Azure Portal, Scheduler, Cloud Shell 

 Azure Supporting Infrastructure Services   

2.2 Microsoft Online Services 
Additional Microsoft Online Services (covered by the Azure Service Organization Controls (SOC) 2 audit 

report, see Section 2.4.1) consist of the following products and services: 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#ai-machine-learning
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#compute
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#containers
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#networking
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#storage
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#web
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#databases
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#analytics
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#iot
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#integration
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#security
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#developer-tools
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#management-tools
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/overview/what-is-azure/iaas/
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 Microsoft Cloud App Security 

 Microsoft Power Automate (Formerly Flow) 

 Microsoft Graph 

 Microsoft Intune 

 Microsoft Power BI 

 Microsoft PowerApps 

 Microsoft Stream 

 Azure API for PHIR 

2.3 Azure Government 
Azure Government is a separate Azure cloud that is offered exclusively to governmental organizations 

and consists of the following products and services: 

 AI + Machine Learning: Azure Bot Service, Cognitive Services Content Moderator, Cognitive 

Services Computer Vision API, Cognitive Services Face API, Cognitive Services Text Analytics API, 

Language Understanding Intelligent Service, Translator Text API   

 Compute: Azure Migrate, Batch, Cloud Services, Functions, Service Fabric, Virtual Machines 

(including SQL VM), Virtual Machine Scale Sets 

 Containers: Azure Container Registry 

 Networking: Application Gateway, Azure DNS, Azure Firewall, Network Watcher, ExpressRoute, 

Load Balancer, Traffic Manager, Virtual Network, VPN Gateway 

 Storage: Backup, Data Box Edge Service, Import/Export, Site Recovery, Azure Storage (Blobs 

(including Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2), Disks, Files, Queues, Tables) including Cool and 

Premium, StorSimple 

 Web + Mobile: App Service (including API Apps, Mobile Apps, and Web Apps), Media Services 

 Databases: Azure Cache for Redis, Azure Cosmos DB, Azure SQL Database, SQL Data Warehouse, 

SQL Server Stretch Database 

 Analytics: Azure Analysis Services, Azure Data Factory, HDInsight 

 Internet of Things: Event Hubs, Internet of Things (IoT) Hub, Notification Hubs, Event Grid 

 Integration: API Management, Logic Apps, Service Bus 

 Security + Identity: Azure Active Directory (Free, Basic), Azure Information Protection (including 

Azure Rights Management), Key Vault, Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA), Security Center 

 Developer Tools: Azure Lab Services  

 Management and Governance: Automation, Azure Advisor, Azure Monitor Essentials, Azure 

Policy, Azure Resource Manager, Log Analytics, Microsoft Azure Portal, Scheduler 

 Azure Supporting Infrastructure Services   

2.4 Azure certifications and attestations  
The Azure platform and its underlying physical environments employ a security framework that 

encompasses industry best practices and spans multiple standards, including the ISO 27000 family of 

standards, NIST 800, and others. As part of our comprehensive compliance offering, Microsoft Azure 

regularly undergoes independent audits performed by qualified third-party accredited assessors for ISO 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/cloud-app-security
https://flow.microsoft.com/en-us/
https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/graph
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/microsoft-intune
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/
https://powerapps.microsoft.com/en-us/
https://stream.microsoft.com/en-us/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/azure-api-for-fhir/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/clouds/government/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#ai-machine-learning
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#compute
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#containers
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#networking
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#storage
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#web
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#databases
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#analytics
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#iot
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#integration
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#security
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#developer-tools
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/#management-tools
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/overview/what-is-azure/iaas/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/compliance/complianceofferings
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(27001, 27017, 27018 & 9001), SOC (1, 2, 3), Health Information Trust Alliance (HITRUST), US Federal 

Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP), and Payment Card Industry (PCI).  The latest 

certificates and audit reports are available to customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP). 

Although there are no certifications specifically for GxP compliance, the preceding certifications and 

attestations have many similarities with the controls required to meet regulatory requirements, such as 

those stipulated in the FDA’s 21 CFR Part 11 and EU’s EudraLex Volume 4 Annex 11.  

The following table identifies the certifications and attestations that Microsoft Azure has achieved, 

which we believe are most relevant to our life sciences customers. The audited controls are verified and 

re-assessed periodically at the audit frequencies specified in the table.  

Standard Audit frequency Governance Body / Auditor 

SOC 1 SSAE18 Type II Quarterly Deloitte 

SOC 2 AT 101 Type II Quarterly Deloitte 

SOC 3 AT 101 Type II Quarterly Deloitte 

FedRAMP (NIST SP 800-53 Rev. 4) Annually Kratos SecureInfo 

ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Semi-annually Shellman & Company, LLC 

ISO/IEC 27701:2019 Semi-annually Shellman & Company, LLC 

ISO/IEC 27018:2019 Semi-annually Shellman & Company, LLC 

ISO 9001:2015 Annually Coalfire ISO 

ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011 Annually Coalfire ISO 

HITRUST CSF® v9.2 Annually Coalfire 

 

 
The latest certificates and audit reports are available to customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP). 

 Additional Resources: 

 Overview of Microsoft Azure Compliance 

 

2.4.1 SOC 1 & SOC 2 
The Azure platform is audited quarterly according to the Service Organization Controls (SOC) framework 

developed by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Service audits based on the 

SOC framework fall into two categories—SOC 1 and SOC 2—that apply to in-scope Azure services. 

The SOC 1 Type 2 Service Auditor’s Reports are conducted in accordance with the professional standard 

known as Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No. 18. The SOC 1 audits are 

geared toward reporting on controls at service organizations that are relevant to internal control over 

financial reporting (ICFR); they replaced the SAS 70 auditing standard.  

The SOC 2 framework is a comprehensive set of criteria known as the Trust Services Criteria, which are 

composed of the following: 

 Security means information and systems are protected against unauthorized access, 

unauthorized disclosure of information, and damage to systems that could compromise the 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/compliance/fedramp
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/compliance/fedramp
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://www.deloitte.com/
https://www.deloitte.com/
https://www.deloitte.com/
https://www.fedramp.gov/assets/resources/documents/FedRAMP_Security_Assessment_Framework.pdf
https://www.schellman.com/
https://www.schellman.com/
https://www.schellman.com/
http://www.coalfireiso.com/about.html
http://www.coalfireiso.com/about.html
https://hitrustalliance.net/understanding-leveraging-csf/
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Overview-of-Azure-c1be3942/file/178110/6/Microsoft%20Azure%20Compliance%20Offerings.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/compliance/soc
https://www.aicpa.org/interestareas/frc/assuranceadvisoryservices/socforserviceorganizations.html
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availability, integrity, confidentiality, and privacy of information or systems and affect the 

entity’s ability to meet objectives. 

 Availability means information and systems are available for operation and use to meet the 

entity’s objectives. 

 Processing integrity means system processing is complete, valid, accurate, timely, and 

authorized to meet the entity’s objectives. 

 Confidentiality means information designated as confidential is protected to meet the entity’s 

objectives. 

 Privacy means personal information is collected, used, retained, disclosed, and disposed of to 

meet the entity’s objectives. 

During the SOC examination, the independent auditor performs a variety of tests to confirm the 

effectiveness of the controls supporting the trust services criteria, the results of which are included in 

the SOC audit reports. Any exceptions identified in the audit are addressed by management in the last 

section of the audit report “Section V: Supplemental Information Provided by Microsoft Azure.” 

 
The latest SOC1 and SOC2 audit reports are available to customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP). 

 Note: As presented in the SOC 2 audit report, the examination resulted in an “Unqualified” opinion result, which means 
no significant exceptions were found during the audit. In other words, a positive outcome. This clarification is mentioned 
here as the term “unqualified” may confuse those who are not familiar with SSAE standard terminology and because the 
term "unqualified" may have a different connotation to Microsoft life sciences customers.  

 

2.4.2 CSA Security, Trust & Assurance Registry (STAR) 
The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) STAR Attestation involves a rigorous independent audit of a cloud 

provider’s security controls based on a SOC 2 Type 2 audit in combination with the CSA’s Cloud Controls 

Matrix (CCM) Criteria. The Cloud Security Alliance Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM) is a controls framework 

that covers fundamental security principles to help cloud customers assess the overall security risk of a 

cloud service provider.  

Azure has attained Level 1 (CSA STAR Self-Assessment) as well as Level 2 (CSA STAR Certification and 

Attestation) and is currently the only major public cloud service provider to earn this certification with 

the highest possible Gold Award for the maturity capability assessment.  

 

The following resources are available for download to help Microsoft customers better understand our security practices 
and how we conform to CSA best practices: 

 Microsoft Azure Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM) 

 Microsoft Azure Responses to CSA Consensus Assessments Initiative (CAI) Questionnaire 

 

2.4.3 FedRAMP 
The US Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) was established to provide a 

standardized approach for assessing, monitoring, and authorizing cloud computing products and 

services under the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA), and to accelerate the 

adoption of secure cloud solutions by federal agencies. The mandatory NIST 800-53 standards establish 

https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/Compliance/CSA-STAR-Attestation
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/group/cloud-controls-matrix/#_overview
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/group/cloud-controls-matrix/#_overview
https://downloads.cloudsecurityalliance.org/star/self-assessment/Microsoft-Azure-CCM-v3.0.1-11-09-2015.zip
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Azure-Responses-to-CSA-46034a11/file/155556/1/Azure%20Responses%20to%20CSA%20CAIQ%20301.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/compliance/fedramp
https://nvd.nist.gov/800-53
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security categories of information systems—confidentiality, integrity, and availability—to assess the 

potential impact on an organization should its information and information systems be compromised. 

The scope of the FedRAMP audit for Azure and Azure Government included the information security 

management system that encompasses infrastructure, development, operations, management, and 

support of in-scope services.  

Microsoft Azure was the first public cloud with infrastructure and platform to earn a Provisional 

Authority to Operate (P-ATO) from the Joint Authorization Board (JAB). Microsoft also stands apart from 

other cloud service providers in that we make the FedRAMP System Security Plan (SSP) available to all 

our customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP).  

 

The Letter from the Joint Authorization Board (JAB) Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program is available to 
customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP). 

 

2.4.4 ISO/IEC 27001:2013 

The ISO/IEC 27001:2013 standard specifies the requirements for establishing, implementing, 

maintaining, and continually improving an information security management system within the 

context of the organization. It also includes requirements for the assessment and treatment of 

information security risks tailored to the needs of the organization.  

Compliance with these standards, confirmed by an accredited auditor, demonstrates that Microsoft uses 

internationally recognized processes and best practices to manage the infrastructure and organization 

that support and deliver its services. The certificate validates that Microsoft has implemented the 

guidelines and general principles for initiating, implementing, maintaining, and improving the 

management of information security. 

 
The latest ISO/IEC 27001 audit report is available to customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP). 

 Additional Resources: 

 13 Effective Security Controls for ISO 27001 Compliance when using Microsoft Azure 

 

2.4.5 ISO/IEC 27018:2014 
ISO/IEC 27018:2014 establishes commonly accepted control objectives, controls, and guidelines for 

implementing measures to protect personally identifiable information (PII) according to the privacy 

principles in ISO/IEC 29100 for the public cloud computing environment. 

ISO/IEC 27018:2014 specifies guidelines based on ISO/IEC 27002, taking into consideration the 

regulatory requirements for the protection of PII which might be applicable within the context of the 

information security risk environment(s) of a provider of public cloud services. 

By following the standards of ISO/IEC 27001 and the code of practice embodied in ISO/IEC 27018, 

Microsoft—the first major cloud provider to incorporate this code of practice—demonstrates that its 

privacy policies and procedures are robust and in line with its high standards. 

https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/compliance/iso-iec-27001
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/13-Effective-Security-72447e11
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/Compliance/iso-iec-27018
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The latest ISO/IEC 27018:2014 certificate is available to customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP). 

 

2.4.6 ISO 9001:2015 
The Microsoft Azure Quality Management System is certified according to the requirements of ISO 

9001:2015.  

ISO 9001:2015 is a standard that sets out the requirements for a quality management system to help 

businesses and organizations improve customer satisfaction and efficiency. The standard is based on the 

following seven quality management principles: 

 Customer focus; meet and exceed customer expectations 

 Leadership; provide purpose, direction and engagement 

 Engagement of People; Recognition, empowerment and enhancement of skills and knowledge. 

 Process Approach; Understand processes to optimize performance. 

 Improvement; maintain current performance and to create new opportunities. 

 Evidence-based decision making; facts, evidences and data analysis for decision making. 

 Relationship management; manage relationship with interested parties to optimize 

performance. 

Achieving the ISO 9001:2015 certification underscores how Microsoft focuses on delivering quality 

products and maintaining a constant state of improvement to exceed customer expectations. 

 
The latest ISO 9001:2015 audit report is available to customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP). 

 Additional Resources: 

 ISO Quality Management Principles 

 

2.4.7 ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011 
ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011 is an international standard for the establishment, implementation, operation, 

monitoring, and review of an information technology service management system (SMS). The standard 

is based on requirements for designing, transitioning, delivering, and improving services to fulfill agreed 

service requirements and to provide value to both customers and service providers. ISO 20000-1 helps 

organizations provide assurance to customers that their service requirements will be fulfilled.  

Achieving the ISO/IEC 20000-1 certification demonstrates that Microsoft Azure has implemented the 

right IT service management procedures to deliver efficient and reliable IT services that are subject to 

regular monitoring, review, and improvement. 

 
The latest ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011 audit report is available to customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP). 

 Additional Resources: 

 Preview of ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011 

 

https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/compliance/iso-9001
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/compliance/iso-9001
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://www.iso.org/files/live/sites/isoorg/files/store/en/PUB100080.pdf
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso-iec:20000:-1:ed-2:v1:en
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2.4.8 HITRUST 
The Health Information Trust Alliance (HITRUST) is an organization governed by representatives from 

the healthcare industry. HITRUST created and maintains the Common Security Framework (CSF), a 

certifiable framework to help healthcare organizations and their providers demonstrate their security 

and compliance in a consistent and streamlined manner. The CSF builds on HIPAA and the HITECH Act 

and incorporates healthcare-specific security, privacy, and other regulatory requirements from existing 

frameworks such as the PCI DSS, ISO 27001, EU GDPR, NIST and MARS-E.  

HITRUST provides a benchmark—a standardized compliance framework, assessment, and certification 

process—against which cloud service providers and covered health entities can measure compliance. 

HITRUST offers three degrees of assurance or levels of assessment: self-assessment, CSF-validated, and 

CSF-certified. Each level builds with increasing rigor on the one that precedes it. An organization with 

the highest level, CSF-certified, meets all the CSF certification requirements.  

Microsoft Azure is one of the first hyperscale cloud service providers to receive certification for the 

HITRUST CSF.  

 
The latest Azure HITRUST Letter of Certification is available to customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP). 

 Additional Resources: 

 HITRUST CSF Version 

 

2.5 Azure Quality Management System 
The Global Ecosystem and Compliance Team has established a Quality Manual that identifies the 

primary objectives of the Microsoft Azure Quality Management System (QMS), which is aligned with the 

ISO 9001:2015 standard. The Azure QMS governs the core quality practices that deal with the delivery 

and management of the Azure platform.  

The scope of the Quality Manual encompasses the quality-related activities performed by the Azure 

Engineering, Infrastructure, Operations, Security, Privacy, and Compliance Teams responsible for 

managing the Azure platform. 

By implementing a modern quality system and risk management approach that complies with the ISO 

9001:2015 standard, the Azure QMS has many of the same core elements as those of our life sciences 

customers. These elements include a clearly defined organizational structure with roles, responsibilities, 

and documented procedures, all of which govern internal processes that guide resources toward 

achieving Microsoft quality objectives as described in the following sections.  

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/Compliance/HITRUST
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://hitrustalliance.net/hitrust-csf-version-9-release-now-available/
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2.5.1 Roles and responsibilities 
Microsoft personnel responsible for the successful delivery and management of Azure services are 

distributed across the following groups:

 

 

Although quality responsibilities are embedded into each functional group, overall quality oversight is 

managed by the Global Ecosystem and Compliance Team, which has ownership of the Azure Quality 

Manual. The general responsibilities of each group are as follows: 

2.5.1.1 Dynamics 365 and Online Services Teams 

Online Services Teams manage the service lifecycle of the finished SaaS services that use the underlying 

Azure platform and datacenter infrastructure. They are responsible for the development of new 

features, operational support, and escalations. 

2.5.1.2 Cloud + AI Security Team 

The Cloud + AI Security Team works to make Azure a secure and compliant cloud platform by building 

common security technologies, tools, processes, and best practices. The Cloud + AI Security Team is 

involved in the review of deployments and enhancements of Azure services to facilitate security 

considerations at every level of the Security Development Lifecycle (SDL). They also perform security 

reviews and provide security guidance for the datacenters. This team consists of personnel responsible 

for: 

 Security Development Lifecycle 

 Security incident response 

 Driving security functionality within service development work 

2.5.1.3 Azure Production Support Team 

The Azure Production Support Team is responsible for build-out, deployment, and management of Azure 

services. This team consists of the following: 
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 Azure Live Site: Monitors and supports the Azure platform; proactively addresses potential 

platform issues; and reacts to incidents and support requests 

 Azure Deployment Engineering: Builds out new capacity for the Azure platform and deploys 

platform and product releases through the release pipeline 

 Azure Customer Support: Provides support to individual customers and multinational 

enterprises from basic break-fix support to rapid response support for mission-critical 

applications 

2.5.1.4 Azure Engineering Service Teams 

The Azure Engineering Service Teams manage the service lifecycle. Their responsibilities include: 

 Development of new services 

 Serving as an escalation point for support 

 Providing operational support for existing services (DevOps model) 

The teams include personnel from the Development, Test, and Program Management (PM) disciplines 

for design, development, and testing of services, and provides technical support as needed. 

2.5.1.5 Azure Global and Compliance Team 

The Global Ecosystem and Compliance Team is the owner of the Microsoft Quality Manual and is 

responsible for developing, maintaining, and monitoring the Information Security (IS) program, including 

the ongoing risk assessment process and supporting inspection requests. 

As part of managing compliance adherence, this Team drives related features within the Azure product 

families. The team consists of personnel responsible for: 

 Training 

 Privacy 

 Risk assessment 

 Internal and external audit coordination 

2.5.1.6 Azure Networking Team 

The Networking Team is responsible for implementing, monitoring, and maintaining the Microsoft 

network. This team consists of personnel responsible for: 

 Network configuration and access management 

 Network problem management 

 Network capacity management 

2.5.2 Policies and standard operating procedures 
Policies and processes that accompany the Information Security program provide a framework to assess 

risks to the Azure environment, develop mitigation strategies, and implement security controls. The 

objective of the Information Security Program is to maintain the Confidentiality, Integrity, and 

Availability (CIA) of information while complying with applicable legislative, regulatory, and contractual 

requirements. 
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Team-specific standard operating procedures (SOPs) have been developed to provide implementation 

details for carrying out specific operational tasks required for the management of the Azure platform. 

SOPs are stored and managed electronically in a controlled environment with version control and user 

access management to ensure the SOPs are only accessible to authorized individuals. 

 

Additional details, including a list of process areas governed by procedural controls, can be found in the "Description of 
Controls" section of the SOC 2 report available to customers in the Service Trust Platform (STP). 

2.5.3 Microsoft personnel and contractor training 
Microsoft Azure has implemented a training program to ensure that personnel and contractors 

responsible for the Azure platform are adequately trained on internal processes and are qualified to 

perform their duties. New employees receive orientation and predetermined training requirements 

based on their role and job functions. Corporate policies are communicated to employees and relevant 

external parties during the orientation process and as part of the annual security training and awareness 

education program.  

An internal learning management tool is used to manage critical course content and employee training 

traceability. This tool includes a dashboard and reporting capabilities for managers to see overall 

training completion. Security training is performed annually, according to Microsoft security education 

and awareness procedures, and individual training records are retained in accordance with a corporate 

retention policy. 

Both the FDA’s 21 CFR Part 11 and EU’s EudraLex Volume 4 Annex 11 regulations require adequate 

training and education of personnel involved in the management of qualified computerized systems 

used in the context of GxP regulated activities. Annex 11 states, “all personnel should have appropriate 

qualifications, level of access and defined responsibilities to carry out their assigned duties.” Likewise, 

21 CFR Part 11 requires “that persons who develop, maintain, or use electronic record/electronic 

signature systems have the education, training, and experience to perform their assigned tasks.”  

These regulatory requirements correlate closely with the SOC 2 Trust Services Criteria - CC1.4. This trust 

principle stipulates, “COSO Principle 4: The entity demonstrates a commitment to attract, develop, and 

retain competent individuals in alignment with objectives.” Microsoft is regularly audited by 

independent third-party assessors to assess the effectiveness of the processes and controls related to 

personnel training. 

2.5.4 Documented information 
The Azure QMS defines and manages the quality standard that serves to protect the confidentiality, 

integrity, availability, and security of critical Azure-related documents and data. A documentation and 

records management procedure governs the complete lifecycle of system documents, from creation to 

approval, distribution, and withdrawal.  

System documents, including SOPs, security and hardening standards, network and facility diagrams, 

and system build-out documentation are maintained in a secure internal site and made available to 

authorized personnel. Access to system documentation is restricted to the respective Microsoft Azure 

teams based on their job roles. Documents are subject to levels of protection that are appropriate to 

their classification level.  

https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
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Documents are vetted using an approval process and reviewed periodically per the Microsoft 

Responsibility Matrix for Documents to ensure accuracy. Documents are kept in accordance with a 

corporate retention policy. 

Recordkeeping and retention processes have been implemented to ensure the retrievability, storage, 

and protection of various types of records, including: 

 Technical documents 

 Data dictionaries 

 Systems design documents 

 System procedures 

 Operational protocols for data recovery 

 Systems security protocols 

 Documents for system support 

 Troubleshooting documentation 

 Support metrics and trending 

 Training records 

 Testing records 

 Change records 

 Third-party vendor audit records 

 

These records are periodically reviewed as part of Microsoft internal auditing activities, as well by 

external third-party auditors during SOC audits and ISO certification processes.  

2.5.5 Design and development of Azure products and services 
Traditionally, the regulated company has been responsible for all aspects of their IT infrastructure, such 

as physical security, environmental controls, and server and network management. In contrast, with the 

cloud service model, the regulated company must rely on cloud vendors to properly manage the IT 

infrastructure services they provide.  

Microsoft understands that IT infrastructure qualification is an essential aspect of GxP computerized 

system compliance for the life sciences industry. The ISPE GAMP Good Practice Guide for IT 

Infrastructure Control and Compliance (Second edition) defines qualification as “a process of 

demonstrating the ability of an entity to fulfill specified requirements. In the context of an IT 

Infrastructure, this means demonstrating the ability of components such as servers, clients, and 

peripherals to fulfill the specified requirements for the various platforms regardless of whether they are 

specific or of a generic nature.” (Ref. [8]). According to GAMP guidance, the following critical elements 

should be considered during IT infrastructure qualification: 

 Supplier assessment and management 

 Installation and operational qualification of infrastructure components (including facilities) 

 Configuration management and change control of infrastructure components and settings in a 
highly dynamic environment 

 Management of risks to IT infrastructure 

 Involvement of service providers in critical IT infrastructure processes 

 Service level agreements with XaaS (that is, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) providers and third-party datacenter 
providers 

 Security management in relation to access controls, availability of services, and data integrity 

 Data storage, and in relation to this security, confidentiality, and privacy 

 Backup, restore, and disaster recovery 
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 Archiving 

Microsoft Azure teams have implemented a series of processes and technical controls that deal with 

these critical elements related to infrastructure qualification. Many of the activities commonly 

performed during a qualification effort are governed by the Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) and 

Azure change and release management processes. The fundamental goal of these processes is to ensure 

Azure components can satisfy their specified requirements and quality standards consistently and 

reliably.  

For the benefit of Microsoft life sciences customers, we have mapped the vital activities performed as 

part of the Azure internal development, operations, and quality practices to the phases of the GAMP IT 

Infrastructure Life Cycle Model, as depicted in the following graphic. 

 

2.5.5.1 Planning 

The processes governed by the Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) as well as the change and release 

management processes require teams to produce plans before taking any action that may affect the 

security or functionality of the platform. During the engineering planning phase, business goals, 

priorities, and scenarios are identified and agreed upon through a series of detailed requirements, 

operational planning, and test plans, which are managed within various test planning tools, including 

Team Foundation Server. Planning is divided into semesters with built-in checkpoints, which are driven 

by improvements in quality of existing product and innovation (that is, development of new features).  

2.5.5.2 Specification and design 

The SDL and change and release management processes also govern how the Azure development teams 

work with various stakeholders to collect requirements and develop design documentation for each 

feature.  

The generic nature of the Azure platform components and service offerings was designed to support a 

broad spectrum of customer needs across multiple industries, including many of which are heavily 

regulated. The overarching business goal of the platform is to provide customers with a secured and 

controlled environment that encompasses the following requirements: 

Planning
Specification 
and Design

Risk 
Assessment 

and 
Qualification 
Test Planning

Procurement, 
Installation 

and IQ

OQ and 
Acceptance

Reporting and 
Handover
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 Confidentiality: Ensuring that information is secure and accessible only to those authorized to 

have access 

 Integrity: Safeguarding the consistency, accuracy, and completeness of information and 

processing methods 

 Availability: Ensuring that authorized users have access to information and associated assets 

when required 

Microsoft Operational Security Assurance (OSA) 

is a framework that incorporates the knowledge 

gained through a variety of capabilities that are 

unique to Microsoft, including the Security 

Development Lifecycle (SDL), the Microsoft 

Security Response Center program, and deep 

awareness of the cybersecurity threat 

landscape, and data from industry standard 

tools. OSA defines the aspects of these domains 

by first establishing baseline requirements that 

each service should meet or exceed. These 

baseline requirements are then used to 

establish a test plan that can be used to validate 

a service’s security during an assessment. 

 

The three key processes of OSA are: 

 Ensuring that OSA inputs (such as organizational learning, threat intelligence, and security 

technologies) are up-to-date and relevant 

 Developing and applying centralized review processes to consolidate all requirements to 

establish the OSA baseline requirements 

 Engaging and implementing the new requirements and baselines 

After the baseline requirements are defined, the OSA team can test services, both before and during 

operation. OSA requirements for some domains involve collecting documentation or training staff to 

ensure that they have skills that ensure work of appropriate quality. Requirements for other domains 

can take advantage of automated solutions that demonstrate operational baseline requirements are 

being addressed.  

To ensure quality is embedded into the design of Azure environment, it is important to have a strong 

understanding of the data flow.  Physical network diagrams are maintained for all Azure datacenters, 

with general data flows that provide functional level detail on load balancers, routers, firewalls, and 

other network infrastructure. Diagrams are stored in a secured location with access restricted to the 

appropriated individuals.  

Operational Security Assurance (OSA) consists of a set 

of practices that aim to improve operational security in 

cloud-based infrastructure: 

1. Provide Training 

2. Use Multi-Factor Authentication  

3. Enforce Least Privilege 

4. Protect Secrets 

5. Minimize Attack Surface 

6. Encrypt Data in Transit and at Rest 

7. Implement Security Monitoring 

8. Implement A Security Update Strategy 

9. Protect Against DDOS Attacks 

10. Validate the Configuration of Web Applications 

and Sites 

11. Perform Penetration Testing 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/SDL/OperationalSecurityAssurance
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2.5.5.3 Risk assessment and qualification test planning 

The Risk Management Program provides a structured approach to identifying, prioritizing, and directing 

risk management activities for the Microsoft cloud infrastructure. The methodology is based on the 

ISO/IEC 27005: Information Security Risk Management standard and National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) Special Publication 800-53 in support of government requirements, such as the 

Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP). 

The Risk Management Program consists of six processes: 

1. Establish context: Setting the context or scope of the risk assessment includes establishing 

many characteristics before beginning the assessment to ensure appropriate data is collected 

and evaluated. The type of details captured while determining the assessment context include: 

the geographical locations of the information assets and equipment; how information is 

exchanged internally and with external parties; and what legal, regulatory, policy, and 

contractual requirements apply given the locations involved. 

2. Identify critical assets: After the risk assessment context has been established, asset owners 

evaluate which assets are critical and which are not in a process that often reuses analyses 

conducted for asset management or business continuity planning efforts. The assets considered 

include: 

a) Primary assets: Business processes, activities, and information 

b) Supporting assets: Hardware, software, network devices, personnel, and facilities 

3. Identify risks: Workshops or interviews are used to solicit input from asset owners and business 

managers in teams that support the given scope of the assessment. Also, operational data is 

evaluated to identify risks. 

4. Assess risks: The potential business impact and the likelihood of occurrence are investigated in 

this phase, which also includes looking for and estimating the effectiveness of potential controls 

that are used to reduce or eliminate the impact of risks. 

5. Report and review risks: Provide management with the data to make effective business 

decisions. This phase includes risk determination, including whether to take measures to avoid, 

reduce, transfer, or accept risks. 

6. Treat and manage risks: This phase involves identifying accountable risk owners and applying 

risk treatment plans to those risks that management decided to reduce, transfer, or avoid in the 

previous phase. Possible treatments include authorizing special projects intended to address 

those risks. 

Detailed test planning is performed in accordance with the SDL and Azure change and release 

management processes. 

2.5.5.4 Procurement, installation, and IQ 

As a prerequisite of the procurement process, supplier scorecards have been developed to allow 

comparison and visibly monitor the performance of Microsoft suppliers using a balanced scorecard 

approach.  

Internal teams work together to protect against supply chain threats throughout the supply chain 

lifecycle, which includes creating purchase orders, accelerating deliveries, performing quality checks, 
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processing warranty claims, and obtaining spares. Third-party security and privacy requirements are 

established through vendor due-diligence reviews, conducted by the designated Microsoft Azure 

personnel, and included in signed contractual agreements prior to engaging in third-party services. The 

engaging team within Azure is responsible for managing their third-party relationships, including 

contract management, monitoring of metrics such as service level agreements, and vendor access to 

relevant applications. 

The Azure Build-Out Team controls the installation and removal of information system components 

through the datacenter operations ticketing system. Installation and removal of information system 

components are authorized by system owners. A formal policy has been implemented that requires 

assets (the definition of asset includes data and hardware) used to provide Azure services to be 

accounted for and have a designated asset owner. Asset owners are responsible for maintaining up-to-

date information regarding their assets.  

For critical hardware components, manufacturers are required to perform previously agreed upon tests 

before delivery of the hardware. After delivery, hardware qualification tests are conducted in a non-

production environment using synthetic workloads to stress-test the hardware and to ensure the 

hardware meets its specifications.  

The Cloud + AI Security team develops security configuration standards for systems in the physical 

environment that are consistent with industry-accepted hardening standards. These configurations are 

documented in system baselines and are reviewed annually, and relevant configuration changes are 

communicated to affected teams. 

2.5.5.5 OQ and acceptance 

Formal functional, security, and quality assurance testing is performed before software is released 

through each pre-production environment (that is, development and staging) based on defined 

acceptance criteria. The results of the quality assurance testing are reviewed and approved by the 

appropriate representatives before moving the release to production. 

The Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) encompasses multiple phases of development 
activities, including robust software testing/verification, to ensure developers build secure software and 
address security compliance requirements. The verification phase of the SDL includes the following 
types of tests, as applicable: 

 Dynamic analysis: Consists of performing run-time verification checks of software functionality 

using tools that monitor application behavior for memory corruption, user privilege issues, and 

other critical security problems. 

 Fuzz testing: Consists of inducing program failure by deliberately introducing malformed or 

random data to reveal potential security issues before release.  

 Attack surface review: Consists of reviewing attack surface measurement upon code 

completion to ensure that any design or implementation changes to an application or system 

have been considered and that any new attack vectors created because of the changes have 

been reviewed and mitigated including threat models. 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/SDL
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The SDL incorporates within it a detailed set of procedures that encompass how each Azure product 

release is tested throughout a series of quality gates. This testing is managed and documented within 

software development tools, such as Team Foundation Server.  

As part of the acceptance process, Azure software releases are reviewed for their adherence to 

established change and release management procedures before closure. After deployment, releases are 

monitored for success; failed implementations are immediately rolled back, and the release is not 

considered complete until it is implemented and verified to operate as intended. Similarly, hardware 

and network changes have established verification steps to evaluate adherence with the build 

requirements. 

Testing records are kept in accordance with a corporate retention policy. 

2.5.5.6 Reporting and handover 

A release manager receives notification when a release is ready for deployment into the specified target 

environment and verifies that release prerequisites are satisfied before approving the release job for the 

target environment. Each stage of the release management process has specific entry and exit criteria, 

which are tracked and signed-off electronically by the respective component teams. A pre-acceptance 

review is performed on all releases before final acceptance in the release pipeline.  

2.5.6 Operations management 
The following sections provide an overview of Microsoft processes and controls corresponding to the 

topics as recommended within GAMP Guidance for IT Infrastructure Control and Compliance (Ref. [8]).  

2.5.6.1 Change management 

A change management process has been established to plan, schedule, approve, apply, distribute, and 

track changes to the production environment through designated responsibilities with the objective of 

minimizing risk and customer impact. It also controls the integrity and reliability of the environment 

while maintaining the pace of change required for business purposes.  

The change management process governs the following activities: 

 Identification and documentation of planned changes 

 Identification of business goals, priorities, and scenarios during product planning   

 Specification of feature/component design   

 Operational readiness review based on predefined criteria/checklist to assess overall risk/impact   

 Testing, authorization, and change management based on entry/exit criteria for DEV 

(development), INT (Integration Testing), STAGE (Pre-production), and PROD (production) 

environments as appropriate. 

The Azure teams have implemented a centralized ticketing tool to document changes and their 

approvals. Change records are kept in accordance with a corporate retention policy. 

2.5.6.1.1 Software and configuration changes 

Software and configuration changes include major releases, minor releases, and hotfixes. Change 

requests are documented, assessed for their risks, evaluated, and independently approved for 
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acceptance by the designated Azure personnel. Changes are requested, approved, tracked, and 

implemented throughout the release lifecycle, which includes product and engineering planning, release 

management, deployment, and post-deployment support phases.  

Changes made to the source code are controlled through an internal source code repository. The tool 

tracks the identity of the person who checks source code out and what changes are made. Permission to 

make changes to the source code is provided by granting write access to the source code branches, 

which limits the access to confined project boundaries per job responsibilities. In addition, source code 

builds are scanned for malware prior to production release. 

Formal security and quality assurance tests are performed before release through each pre-production 

environment (that is, development and stage) based on defined acceptance criteria. The results of the 

quality assurance testing are independently reviewed and approved by the appropriate individual before 

moving the release to production.  

Changes are reviewed for their adherence to established change and release management procedures 

before closure. After being deployed, changes are monitored for success; failed implementations are 

immediately rolled back, and the change is not considered complete until it is implemented and verified 

to ensure intended operation. Automated mechanisms are used to perform periodic integrity scans and 

detect system anomalies or unauthorized changes. 

Azure maintains and notifies customers of potential changes and events that may affect security or 

availability of the services through an online Service Dashboard.  

2.5.6.1.2 Hardware changes 

Hardware changes are managed through formal change and release management procedures and a 

centralized ticketing system. The Azure Build-Out Team evaluates hardware changes against the release 

entrance criteria, which forms the acceptance criteria for build-out of hardware within the Azure 

environment. As with software changes, infrastructure changes are discussed and planned through daily 

meetings with representatives from service and component teams. 

The Azure Build-Out Team coordinates the change release and deployment into the production 

environment. The Team performs the build-out of hardware devices and post build-out verification in 

conjunction with the Azure Deployment Engineering Team to verify adherence with the hardware build 

requirements for new clusters. Azure Operations Managers perform a final review, sign off on new 

deployments, and the Azure Build-Out Team closes the ticket. 

2.5.6.1.3 Network changes 

Network changes include configuration changes, emergency changes, access control list (ACL) changes, 

patches, and new deployments. ACL changes that are identified and categorized as standard are 

considered as pre-approved and may be implemented on peer review. Non-standard changes are 

reviewed for their characteristics and risks, and independently approved by representatives from the 

Cloud + AI Security and Networking Teams. Reviews and approvals are also tracked in a centralized 

ticketing system. Changes are performed by authorized change implementers who are part of a 

designated security group. Independent qualified individuals perform post-change reviews to evaluate 

the change success criteria. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-health/service-health-overview
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2.5.6.2 Configuration management 

Configuration changes to the Azure platform are tested based on established criteria prior to production 

implementation.  

Technical standards and baselines have been established and communicated for operating system 

deployments. Automated mechanisms and periodic scanning have been deployed to detect and 

troubleshoot exceptions and deviations from the baseline in the production environment. 

Operating system and component teams review and update configuration settings and baseline 

configurations at least annually. 

2.5.6.3 Information security and access management 

A security policy has been established that defines the information security rules and requirements for 

the service environment. Azure performs periodic information security management system (ISMS) 

reviews and results are reviewed with management. This process involves monitoring ongoing 

effectiveness and improvement of the ISMS control environment by reviewing security issues, audit 

results, and monitoring status, and by planning and tracking necessary corrective actions. 

The Azure platform is specially designed and architected to prevent the possibility of production data 

being moved or replicated outside of the Azure cloud environment. These controls include:  

 Physical and logical network boundaries with strictly enforced change control policies  

 Segregation of duties requiring a business need to access an environment  

 Highly restricted physical and logical access to the cloud environment  

 Strict controls based on SDL and Operational Security Assurance (OSA) that define coding 

practices, quality testing, and code promotion  

 Ongoing security, privacy, and secure coding practices awareness and training  

 Continuous logging and audit of system access  

 Regular compliance audits to ensure control effectiveness  

To help combat emerging and evolving threats, Microsoft employs an innovative assume breach strategy 

and uses highly specialized groups of security experts, known as the Red Team, to strengthen threat 

detection, response, and defense for its enterprise cloud services. Microsoft uses Red Teaming and live 

site testing against Microsoft managed cloud infrastructure to simulate real-world breaches, conduct 

continuous security monitoring, and practice security incident response to validate and improve the 

security of Azure. 

The Cloud + AI Security Team carries out frequent internal and external scans to identify vulnerabilities 

and assess the effectiveness of the patch management process. Services are scanned for known 

vulnerabilities; new services are added to the next timed quarterly scan, based on their date of 

inclusion, and follow a quarterly scanning schedule thereafter. These scans are used to ensure 

compliance with baseline configuration templates, validate that relevant patches are installed, and 

identify vulnerabilities. The scanning reports are reviewed by appropriate personnel and remediation 

efforts are promptly conducted. 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/sdl/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/SDL/OperationalSecurityAssurance
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All unused IO ports on edge production servers are disabled by operating system-level configurations 

that are defined in the baseline security configuration. Continuous configuration verification checks are 

enabled to detect drift in the operating system-level configurations. In addition, intrusion detection 

switches are enabled to detect physical access to a server.  

Procedures to investigate and respond to malicious events detected by the Azure monitoring system in a 

timely manner have been established. 

Microsoft employs the principles of separation of duties and least privilege throughout Azure 

operations. Access to customer data by Azure support personnel requires customer’s explicit permission 

and is granted on a “just-in-time” basis that is logged and audited, then revoked after completion of the 

engagement. 

Within Azure, operations engineers and support personnel who access its production systems use 

hardened workstation PCs with virtual machines (VMs) provisioned on them for internal corporate 

network access and applications (such as email, intranet, and so on). All management workstation 

computers have Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs), the host boot drives are encrypted with BitLocker, 

and they are joined to a special organizational unit (OU) in the primary Microsoft corporate domain.  

System hardening is enforced through Group Policy, with centralized software updating. For auditing 

and analysis, event logs (such as security and AppLocker) are collected from management workstations 

and saved to a central location. In addition, dedicated jump-boxes on the Microsoft network that 

require two-factor authentication are used to connect to the Azure production network. 

2.5.6.4 Server management 

Server management relates to the ability to manage information stored on servers. This function is 

accomplished through the implementation of various processes performed on the servers, which 

include: 

 Server security (à see Section 2.5.6.3)  

 Data backup (à see Section 2.5.6.9)  

 Monitoring (à see Section 2.5.6.11) 

2.5.6.5 Client management 

Microsoft staff must adopt and follow appropriate security practices when using mobile computing 

devices such as phones, tablets, and laptops to protect against the risks of using mobile equipment. 

Such risks relate to the mobile nature of these devices, and the security practices adopted by Microsoft 

to mitigate these risks may include, but are not limited to, mobile device physical protection, access 

controls, cryptographic requirements, and malware protection. 

Physical as well as logical controls must be put in place to ensure the security of the remote site is 

comparable to primary work facilities. Microsoft staff who connect remotely must adhere to applicable 

remote access policies for gaining access to Microsoft networks. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principle_of_least_privilege
https://technet.microsoft.com/library/cc766159
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2.5.6.6 Network management 

The Azure Networking Team maintains a logging infrastructure and monitoring processes for network 

devices. Given the impact on both security and availability, Azure requires a proactive and real-time 

method for detecting and fixing errors in the network connectivity policies. The Networking Team has 

developed a monitoring infrastructure that uses a tool for continuously verifying network policies. 

2.5.6.7 Incident and problem management  

An incident management framework has been established with defined processes, roles, and 

responsibilities for the detection, escalation of, and response to incidents. Incident management teams 

perform 365x24x7 monitoring, including documentation, classification, escalation, and coordination of 

incidents per documented procedures. Events, thresholds, and metrics have been defined and 

configured to detect incidents and alert the appropriate Azure teams.  

The Azure logging and monitoring infrastructure encompasses the entire Azure platform and does not 

vary by tenant. Detected incidents are isolated or contained most effectively depending on the nature of 

the event. Incidents that require a change would then go into the standard change process (which can 

include emergency changes). Incident records are kept in accordance with a corporate retention policy. 

Microsoft Azure has developed robust processes to facilitate a coordinated response to a security 

incident if one was to occur. A security incident may include, among other things, unauthorized access 

resulting in loss, disclosure, or alteration of data. Security incident response plans and collection of 

evidence adheres to ISO/IEC 27001 standards. Azure has also established processes for evidence 

collection and preservation for troubleshooting incidents and analyzing their root cause.  

In addition, Azure has established procedures to receive, generate, and disseminate security alerts from 

external organizations, as necessary. The Security Incident Response Lifecycle consists of the activities 

described in the following table: 

Phase Activity description 

1 – Detect  First indication of an event investigation.  

2 - Assess  An on-call incident response team member assesses the impact and severity 
of the event. Based on the evidence, the assessment may or may not result in 
further escalation to the security response team.  

3 - Diagnose  Security response experts conduct the technical or forensic investigation and 
identify containment, mitigation, and workaround strategies.  
If the security team believes that customer data may have become exposed to 
an unlawful or unauthorized individual, parallel execution of the Customer 
Incident Notification process begins in parallel.  

4 - Stabilize, Recover  The incident response team creates a recovery plan to mitigate the issue. 
Crisis containment steps such as quarantining affected systems may occur 
immediately and in parallel with the diagnosis. Longer term mitigations may 
be planned that occur after the immediate risk has passed.  

5 - Close/ 
Postmortem 

The incident response team creates a post-mortem that outlines the details of 
the incident, with the intention to revise policies, procedures, and processes 
to prevent a reoccurrence of the incident. 

http://aka.ms/SecurityResponsepaper
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Azure maintains a Customer Support website that describes the process for customers and other 

external users to inform about potential security issues and submit complaints. Reported issues are 

reviewed and addressed per documented incident management procedures. 

2.5.6.8 Help Desk 

Microsoft provides delivery guidance for activities performed by account managers and field engineers. 

The guidance helps the service team successfully plan, deliver, and manage proactive and reactive 

services with measurable outcomes for on-premises IT infrastructure optimization, cloud productivity, 

and developer application quality. 

2.5.6.9 Backup, restoration, and archiving 

The backup, restoration, and archiving process defines activities for initiating, applying, monitoring, 

restoring, and testing the backup process for servers and data. Backups are managed by the Azure Data 

Protection Services (DPS) team and scheduled on a regular frequency established by the respective 

component teams.  

The DPS Team has implemented a secure backup system infrastructure to provide secure backup, 

retention, and restoration of data in the Microsoft Online Services environment per documented 

procedures. Data is encrypted prior to backup and in transit where applicable. 

Backup restoration tests and integrity checks are performed periodically by appropriate individuals.  

Results of the tests are captured, and any findings are tracked to resolution.   

2.5.6.10 Disaster recovery 

Microsoft has established an organization-wide enterprise business continuity management (EBCM) 

framework that serves as a guideline for developing the Azure Business Continuity and Disaster 

Recovery Program. The program includes business continuity policy, a disaster recovery plan (DRP), 

implementation guidelines, business impact analysis (BIA), risk assessment, dependency analysis, a 

business continuity plan (BCP), an incident management plan, and procedures for monitoring and 

improving the program. 

The DRP is used by Azure incident managers for recovering from high-severity incidents (disasters) for its 

critical processes.  

The BCP team conducts testing of the business continuity and disaster recovery plans for critical 

services, per the defined testing schedule for different loss scenarios. Each loss scenario is tested at least 

annually. Issues identified during testing are resolved during the exercises and plans are updated 

accordingly. 

2.5.6.11 Performance monitoring 

Several system and application performance monitoring tools are used to monitor network devices, 

servers, services, and application processes. Multiple levels of monitoring, logging, and reporting are 

implemented to ensure secure execution of services running in the Microsoft Azure environment. 

Reporting on these metrics drives continuous improvement of the services and the overall information 

security management system (ISMS), which is continuously adapted to the evolving environment.  
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The following operational processes are in place:   

 Proactive capacity management based on defined thresholds or events  

 Hardware and software subsystem monitoring for acceptable service performance and 

availability, service utilization, storage utilization, and network latency  

Microsoft Azure employs sophisticated software-defined service instrumentation and monitoring that 

integrates at the component or server level, the datacenter edge, the network backbone, internet 

exchange sites, and at the real or simulated user level, providing visibility when a service disruption is 

occurring and pinpointing its cause.  

Proactive monitoring continuously measures the performance of critical subsystems of the Microsoft 

Azure services platform against the established boundaries for acceptable service performance and 

availability. When a threshold is reached or an irregular event occurs, the monitoring system generates 

warnings so that operations staff can address the threshold or event that can be visualized either within 

the customer’s Azure Management Portal – Service Issues Dashboard or on the Azure Status Dashboard. 

2.5.6.12 Supplier management 

Contracts are in place with Microsoft suppliers to identify responsibilities and ensure that procedures 

are followed to periodically monitor and review activities for inconsistencies or non-conformance. Third-

party suppliers are required to comply with Microsoft security policies and undergo a review process 

through Global Procurement. An approved supplier list has been established and supplier audit records 

are kept in accordance with a corporate retention policy. 

Purchase orders to engage a third party require a Microsoft Master Vendor Agreement (MMVA) to be 

established or a review to be performed by Corporate, External, and Legal Affairs (CELA). In addition to 

an MMVA, a signed NDA is also required. 

Vendors who require access to source code need to be approved by the General Manager (GM) and 

CELA and sign a Source Code Licensing Agreement. Third parties have the same obligations as Microsoft 

Azure employees when managing customer data. 

2.5.6.13 System retirement 

Measures are in place to ensure the secure disposal and complete removal of data from all storage 

media, ensuring that data is not recoverable by any computer forensic means. 

Hard disk drive destruction guidelines have been established for the disposal of hard drives. Offsite 

backup tape destruction guidelines are established, and destruction certificates are retained for expired 

backup tapes. 

When customers delete data or leave Azure, Microsoft follows strict standards for overwriting storage 

resources before reuse, as well physical destruction of decommissioned hardware. Microsoft executes a 

complete deletion of data on customer request and on contract termination. 

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_Azure_Health/AzureHealthBrowseBlade/serviceIssues
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/status/
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2.5.7 Performance evaluation 
The Azure Global and Compliance Team has implemented a robust monitoring program to actively 

monitor, identify, correct, and prevent system and product non-conformities. The process includes 

identifying key performance indicators (KPIs) to adequately measure performance and effectiveness 

across the QMS. Independent-entity managed assessments are conducted over the design and 

operating effectiveness of the control environment—these assessments allow monitoring and 

measurement to determine the effectiveness of the operating controls. 

As part of continuous monitoring, Microsoft Azure documents are updated to reflect any newly 

identified or remediated security issues. In addition, Azure tracks through closure all identified 

vulnerabilities using the vulnerability scanning processes. 

Microsoft has an internal audit function that reports directly to the Audit Committee of the Board of 

Directors, which is constituted solely of independent directors. The Azure Global and Compliance Team, 

which manages the information security management system (ISMS), ensures that cloud services are 

secured, meet the privacy requirements of our customers, and comply with complex global regulatory 

requirements and industry standards.  

Regular audits performed by qualified assessors and accredited third-party assessment organizations for 

ISO (20000, 27001, 27018, and 9001), SOC (1, 2, and 3), PCI, and FedRAMP demonstrate Azure’s 

continued compliance with established standards. Audit reports provide documentation of compliance 

observations, which the change authorization board (CAB) reviews for continuous improvement of the 

ISMS. When changes to the ISMS are required, they are executed by the CAB or through service team-

specific change management procedures. 

2.5.8 Improvement 
The Information Security Management Forum (ISMF) acts as the governance program within the ISMS 

and performs periodic reviews, the results of which are reviewed with management. The review 

involves monitoring ongoing effectiveness and improvement of the ISMS control environment by 

reviewing security issues, audit results, and monitoring status, and by planning and tracking necessary 

corrective actions. As with the other programs in the ISMS, the ISMF is organized to align with the 

ISO/IEC 27001 standard. Applying the practices defined in ISO/IEC 27001 enables Microsoft cloud 

infrastructure teams to consolidate and improve information security governance efforts. 

The ISMF consists of a series of regularly scheduled management meetings throughout the year that are 

designed to review key aspects of program governance. Certain meetings enable senior management to 

focus on long-term strategies while other meetings address the short-term tactics being used to manage 

information security risks. 

Elements of these meeting series have been formalized to ensure attendance by the appropriate 

managers and service owners, particularly when they are responsible for providing a report or hold 

decision-making authority. 
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3 Considerations for satisfying GxP requirements 
Achieving a compliant cloud-based solution requires well-defined controls and processes, with shared 

responsibilities between Microsoft Azure and our customers. As discussed in previous sections, Azure 

has implemented a series of technical and procedural controls to help ensure the dependability 

(availability, reliability, security, integrity, accessibility, and maintainability) of Azure systems and 

services.  

Since data integrity is one of the most crucial aspects of any cloud-based system, -- and one which many 

regulatory agencies around the world are increasingly focused on; we will begin by looking at the data 

integrity controls available to Azure customers and how these controls can be used to help support their 

GxP compliance requirements. 

3.1 Data integrity controls 
Data integrity refers to the completeness, consistency, and accuracy of data. Complete, consistent, and 

accurate data should be attributable, legible, contemporaneously recorded, original or a true copy, and 

accurate (ALCOA). To ensure data integrity, it is essential to have control over the people, processes, 

systems, and environment in which records are generated/managed and a strong understanding of the 

data flow. 

Data integrity is an essential element of GxP compliance, and in recent years, several regulatory 

agencies around the world have published draft guidance related to this topic: 

 FDA - Data Integrity and Compliance with CGMP - Guidance for Industry (April 2016) 

 MHRA - GXP Data Integrity Definitions and Guidance for Industry (March 2018) 

 WHO - Guidance on Good Data and Record Management Practices (May 2016) 

 PIC/S (PI 041-1): Good Practices for Data Management and Integrity in Regulated GMP/GDP 

Environments (Draft3 – November 2018) 

Various GxP regulations, such as 21 CFR Part 11, 21 CFR Part 211, 21 CFR Part 212, EudraLex Annex 11, 

ICH Q7 and HIPAA, as well as international standards such as ISO 27001, lay out requirements and 

safeguards for data protection and data integrity. It is a shared responsibility between Microsoft and our 

GxP customers to implement sufficient mechanisms to meet these obligations.  

Specifically, Microsoft provides a secure, compliant platform for services, applications, and data. The 

integrity of customer data within Microsoft Azure is protected by a variety of technologies and 

processes, including various forms of logical security controls and encryption. Furthermore, Microsoft 

follows industry best practices for infrastructure control, software development, service delivery and 

has implemented robust risk and quality management processes to assure quality of delivered products 

and services.  

Customers must design, configure and manage their cloud environment to ensure the security, 

confidentiality and integrity of their information assets. Azure includes several services and capabilities 

which provide a foundation for control of data integrity, privacy, security, and availability. Together with 

a well-defined cloud governance model (à see Section 3.2) and computer system validation program (à 

https://www.fda.gov/downloads/drugs/guidances/ucm495891.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/687246/MHRA_GxP_data_integrity_guide_March_edited_Final.pdf
https://www.who.int/medicines/publications/pharmprep/WHO_TRS_996_annex05.pdf?ua=1
https://www.picscheme.org/layout/document.php?id=714
https://www.picscheme.org/layout/document.php?id=714
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?CFRPart=11
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?CFRPart=211
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?CFRPart=212
https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/health/files/files/eudralex/vol-4/annex11_01-2011_en.pdf
https://www.ich.org/fileadmin/Public_Web_Site/ICH_Products/Guidelines/Quality/Q7/Step4/Q7_Guideline.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/privacysummary.pdf
https://www.iso.org/standard/54534.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-security-data-encryption-best-practices
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-security-data-encryption-best-practices
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see Section 0), life sciences customers can demonstrate their GxP applications have been designed with 

proper data integrity controls. 

Customers should also consider the following activities as part of their compliance strategy to help 

ensure overall integrity of systems and data stored within Azure: 

 

Azure has several services and capabilities that allow customers to implement technical controls 

associated with the management of electronic records in accordance with FDA 21 CFR Part 11 regulatory 

requirements.  

3.1.1 Considerations for FDA 21 CFR Part 11 compliance 
The following sections highlight some of the Azure features and capabilities that customers can leverage 

to support requirements of the FDA’s 21 CFR Part 11 (Subpart B) regulations pertaining to the 

management of electronic records.  

3.1.1.1 Validation of systems [21 CFR Part 11.10 (a)] 

As described in Sections 2.5.5 and 2.5.6, Microsoft has implemented a series formal controls governing 

the design, development, delivery and operation of the Azure software and hardware. Formal quality 

assurance testing is performed prior to the software release based on defined acceptance criteria. The 

results of the quality assurance testing are reviewed and approved by the appropriate representatives 

prior to moving the release to production. Changes are reviewed for their adherence to established 

change and release management procedures prior to closure. The change is not considered as 

completed until it is implemented and validated to operate as intended.  

Establish governance controls and operational processes 
governing administration and proper use of the system

Follow IT best practices in terms of security and application 
architecture when designing, configuring, and deploying the 
system resources

Use software quality assurance approach to embed quality 
into the design of their GxP systems and throughout into all 
stages of its lifecycle

Perform system validation to demonstrate fitness for 
intended use and regulatory compliance

Manage data inputs, processing, storage and outputs for 
completeness, accuracy, and timeliness, covering all aspects 
of ALCOA in the context of the applicable GxP process(es)

https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?CFRPart=11&showFR=1&subpartNode=21:1.0.1.1.8.2
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Any application that supports GxP processes subject to FDA regulations should be assessed by the 

customer as to whether it generates or manages (that is, creates, modifies, maintains, archives, 

retrieves, or distributes) electronic records based on FDA 21 CFR Part 11 regulations and guidance. The 

outcome of the assessment and intended use of the application should determine which regulatory 

requirements are applicable and which functional capabilities will be validated to ensure proper 

functionality and data integrity.   

Azure DevOps is a SaaS application hosted by Microsoft that customers can leverage as part of their 

system validation toolset.  It provides the ability to support the entire system lifecycle including 

planning, development, testing, delivery, operation and change management.   

à See Section 0 for additional recommendations 

3.1.1.2 Generation of accurate and complete copies of records [21 CFR Part 11.10 (b)] 

Under most circumstances, the requirement to be able to generate accurate and complete copies of 

records is fulfilled by the GxP application that manages the GxP process(es) and/or electronic record(s). 

Customers can also leverage various data export capabilities within Azure, which could be used to 

support this requirement. 

 Customers using Azure SQL PaaS can use the built-in data export functionality. 

 Customers using Azure Storage services including: Disks, Files, Blobs, Queues, Tables can export 

data using a series of data transfer options to export data from their service. 

 For very large data sets, customers can use Azure Import/Export service to securely export large 

amounts of data from Azure Blob storage by shipping disk drives to and from the Azure 

datacenter where the data is stored. 

Regardless of the mechanism used, it is important for customers to ensure they can extract accurate and 

complete copies of the electronic records stored within their systems and applications, as needed based 

on applicable regulatory requirements. 

3.1.1.3 Protection of records throughout the records retention period [21 CFR Part 11.10 (c)] 

Customers are responsible for defining the retention period of their records in accordance with 

regulatory, legal, or other business requirements. There are several Azure capabilities that can be used 

to support the protection of records to enable their accurate and ready retrieval, including Data 

Isolation, Data Encryption and Azure Backup. 

 Data Isolation: Microsoft works continuously to ensure that the multi-tenant architecture of 

Microsoft Azure supports security, confidentiality, privacy, integrity, and availability standards. 

The Azure platform is designed to support multiple levels of data isolation to protect against 

both malicious and non-malicious users, which include: 

o Tenant level isolation 

o Compute isolation 

o Storage isolation 

o SQL Azure Database isolation 

o Networking isolation 

https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?CFRPart=11&showFR=1
https://www.fda.gov/downloads/regulatoryinformation/guidances/ucm125125.pdf
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/devops/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-export
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/managed-disks-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/files/storage-files-introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/storage-blobs-introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/queues/storage-queues-introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/tables/table-storage-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-choose-data-transfer-solution
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-import-export-data-from-blobs?toc=/azure/storage/blobs/toc.json
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-isolation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-isolation#tenant-level-isolation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-isolation#compute-isolation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-isolation#storage-isolation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-isolation#sql-azure-database-isolation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-isolation#networking-isolation
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 Data Encryption: Multiple encryption methods, protocols, and algorithms are used to help 

provide a secure path for data to travel through the infrastructure, and to help protect the 

confidentiality of data that is stored within the infrastructure, including:  

o Encryption of data in transit to protect data while it transferred between Azure IaaS and 

PaaS resources.  

o Encryption of at rest across various Azure Storage services and to prevent unauthorized 

individuals from viewing or altering data while it is stored within the service. 

à See Section 3.1.1.12 for additional recommendations 

 Azure Backup: Azure Backup is the Azure-based service used to back up and restore data in the 

Microsoft cloud. Ensuring proper data protection through verified backup and recovery 

processes is a crucial aspect of GxP regulations. With the proper use of Azure Backup, the 

integrity and accuracy of backup data can be established. Nevertheless, it is vital for the 

customer to establish the specific backup strategy and perform periodic monitoring and 

recovery testing to satisfy disaster recovery requirements, as well as data integrity requirements 

regarding data retention.  

à See Section 3.2.8 and Section 3.2.10 for additional recommendations 

3.1.1.4 Limiting system access to authorized individuals [21 CFR Part 11.10 (d)] 

Limiting system access to authorized individuals is an essential requirement for GxP-regulated 

applications. Azure Active Directory provides identity management and access control for Azure 

resources and cloud applications. Azure Active Directory provides the ability to require multi-factor 

authentication as a means of further enhancing security around user access to the platform 

infrastructure, services, and data.  Conditional Access policies can further enhance access control by 

blocking or granting user access based on the following criteria: 

 Requiring multi-factor authentication for users with administrative roles 

 Requiring multi-factor authentication for Azure management tasks 

 Blocking sign-ins for users attempting to use legacy authentication protocols 

 Requiring trusted locations for Azure Multi-Factor Authentication registration 

 Blocking or granting access from specific locations 

 Blocking risky sign-in behaviors 

 Requiring organization-managed devices for specific applications 

Azure role-based access control (Azure RBAC) is an authorization system built on Azure Resource 

Manager that provides fine-grained access management of Azure resources.  

à See Section 3.2.5 for additional recommendations 

3.1.1.5 Secure, computer-generated, time-stamped audit trails [21 CFR Part 11.10 (e)] 

Customers should determine their audit logging requirements based on their business and regulatory 

compliance needs. In their Data Integrity and Compliance Guidance, the FDA states that, “audit trails 

include those that track creation, modification, or deletion of data (such as processing parameters and 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/encryption-overview#encryption-of-data-in-transit
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/encryption-atrest
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/services/storage/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-introduction-to-azure-backup
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-whatis
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/overview
https://www.fda.gov/media/119267/download
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results) and those that track actions at the record or system level (such as attempts to access the system 

or rename or delete a file).” 

Azure provides array of logging tools to help customers fulfill their audit logging needs. 

Log category Usage 

Activity logs Provides insight into the operations that were performed on resources 
within a subscription. 

Azure Resource logs Provides insight into operations that a resource itself performed. 

Azure Active Directory 
reporting 

Reports user sign-in activities and system activity information about users 
and group management. 

Virtual machines and cloud 
services 

Captures system data and logging data on the virtual machines and 
transfers that data into a storage account. 

Azure Storage Analytics Provides insight into trace requests, analyzes usage trends, and diagnoses 
issues with a storage account. 

Network security group 
(NSG) flow logs 

Displays information about ingress and egress IP traffic through a Network 
Security Group. 

Application insight Provides an application performance monitoring (APM) service for web 
developers on multiple platforms. 

Process data / security 
alerts 

Provides security information and alerts. 

 

à See Section 3.2.9 for additional recommendations 

3.1.1.6 Enforcing permitted sequencing of events [21 CFR Part 11.10 (f)] 

Customers must identify their requirements when it comes to establishing the permitted sequencing of 

steps and events depending on their use case and GxP process(es) supported by their GxP application.  

Azure provides several automation tools that customers can use to support their needs, including: 

Azure Logic Apps is a cloud service that can be used to schedule, automate, and orchestrate tasks. The 

service provides a visual designer to model and automate a process as a series of steps known as a 

workflow.  A workflow can be configured help support or control a wide array of business and GxP 

processes. If a specific workflow is used to support of critical or high-risk process, it should be validated 

in accordance with the customer’s computer system validation policy or procedure, to ensure the 

workflow functions correctly and that it is fit for its intended use. 

à See Section 3.3.2 for additional recommendations regarding validation of PaaS applications 

3.1.1.7 Authority checks [21 CFR Part 11.10 (g)] 

Under most circumstances, the use of authority checks will be managed by the GxP application or 

associated GxP process.  Depending on the application and specific use case,  Azure Active Directory can 

be used for the creation of security groups to which members can be assigned and given permissions to 

perform activities as controlled by the GxP application. 

Additionally, Azure AD Privileged Identity Management can be used to reduce risks associated with 

administrative privileges through access control, management, and reporting. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/platform-logs-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/platform-logs-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/reports-monitoring/overview-reports
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/reports-monitoring/overview-reports
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/learn/quick-collect-azurevm
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/learn/quick-collect-azurevm
https://docs.microsoft.com/rest/api/storageservices/fileservices/storage-analytics
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/network-watcher/network-watcher-nsg-flow-logging-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/network-watcher/network-watcher-nsg-flow-logging-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/app/app-insights-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-intro
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-intro
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-whatis
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/pim-configure
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3.1.1.8 Device checks [21 CFR Part 11.10 (h)] 

Customers must determine whether there is a need to implement device checks, where certain devices 

have been selected as legitimate sources of data input or commands. Azure AD Conditional Access and 

Azure AD device management can be used together to ensure access to resources in the customers 

environment is only possible with managed devices.  Devices in Azure Active Directory can be managed 

using Mobile Device Management (MDM) tools like Microsoft Intune, Microsoft Endpoint Configuration 

Manager, Group Policy (hybrid Azure AD join) and Mobile Application Management (MAM) tools. 

Azure Storage firewalls and virtual networks can be also used to limit access to storage accounts and 

other Azure services from specified IP addresses, IP ranges or from a list of subnets in an Azure Virtual 

Network. 

3.1.1.9 Personnel training [21 CFR Part 11.10 (i)] 

As described in Section 2.5.3, Microsoft Azure has implemented a training program to ensure that 

personnel and contractors responsible for the Azure platform are adequately trained on internal 

processes and are qualified to perform their duties. 

Customer personnel may require additional training based on their job function to ensure they have the 

qualifications needed to develop, deploy, and maintain cloud-based applications within their Azure 

environment. Application architects, platform owners/administrators, and GxP system 

owners/administrators who have the responsibility of designing, securing, and managing the controlled 

environments and maintaining the validated state of the GxP applications may require more in-depth 

training for the cloud services at their disposal.  

Microsoft Azure provides a wealth of training material and learning resources on its online training site 

to help customers develop the skills needed to implement their cloud-based solutions successfully. With 

the release of new features, the published material is continuously updated, allowing customers to take 

full advantage of the latest technological advancements made by the Microsoft Azure engineering 

teams. 

3.1.1.10 Written policies for accountability [21 CFR Part 11.10 (j)] 

Customers are responsible for establishing and enforcing written policies that hold individuals 

accountable and responsible for actions initiated under their electronic signatures.  This requirement is 

typically fulfilled by instituting standard operating procedure(s) that describe the proper operational use 

of the GxP application, in conjunction with proper user training. 

3.1.1.11 Appropriate controls over systems documentation [21 CFR Part 11.10 (k)] 

As described in Section 2.5.4, Microsoft Azure has implemented documentation and records 

management procedures governing the complete lifecycle of systems documentation that Microsoft is 

responsible for maintaining as the cloud service provider.  

Customers must also implement appropriate controls over systems documentation, which includes 

documents describing how their systems operate and are maintained, as well as standard operating 

procedures. These controls should limit access and distribution of documentation to authorized 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-conditional-access-azure-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/devices/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-network-security
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/training/
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individuals.  Revision and change control procedures must also be implemented to maintain an audit 

trail that documents time-sequenced development and modification of systems documentation. 

Customers can leverage services such as Microsoft 365, which includes records management capabilities 

as part of their documentation management strategy. Customers can also use Azure DevOps, to 

effectively manage system requirements, design specifications and source code in a controlled manner. 

3.1.1.12 Controls for open systems [21 CFR Part 11.30] 

Computerized systems that exchange data electronically with other systems over the internet should 

include appropriate built-in checks for the correct and secure entry and processing of data to minimize 

risk.  

For data in transit, Azure uses industry-standard secure transport protocols, such as TLS/SSL, between 

user devices and Microsoft datacenters. Encryption can be enabled for traffic between a customer's 

virtual machines (VMs) and the users. With Azure Virtual Networks, the industry-standard IPsec protocol 

can be used to encrypt traffic between corporate VPN gateway and Azure, as well as between the VMs 

located on the Virtual Network.  

For data at rest, Azure offers encryption options such as AES-256, which provides the flexibility to 

choose the data storage scenario that best meets customer needs. When enabled, Azure Storage 

automatically encrypts data before persisting to storage and decrypts before retrieval. Azure Disk 

Encryption allows IaaS virtual machine disks to be encrypted using industry-standard encryption 

technology to address organizational security and compliance requirements.  

Azure Key Vault helps safeguard cryptographic keys and secrets used by cloud applications and services. 

By using Key Vault, customers can encrypt keys and secrets (such as authentication keys, storage 

account keys, data encryption keys, .PFX files, and passwords) with keys that are protected by industry-

standard algorithms, key lengths, and hardware security modules (HSMs). Microsoft does not see, or 

extract customer keys stored within Key Vault. 

 
Additional Resources:  

  ISPE, GAMP Guide: Records & Data Integrity 

 Introduction to Azure Security 

 Azure Security Best and Encryption Best Practices 

 Encryption in the Microsoft Cloud  

 

3.2 Considerations for defining a cloud governance model 
An important step to achieve and maintain compliance of cloud-based GxP systems is establishing a 

comprehensive cloud governance model. Customers should consider integrating the following activities 

into their operations to help achieve successful governance of their cloud-based applications: 

 Identify clear roles and responsibilities for cloud environment based on shared responsibility 

model 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/microsoft-365/what-is-microsoft-365
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/devops/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/encryption-atrest
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/encryption-atrest
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-service-encryption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-service-encryption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/azure-disk-encryption-vms-vmss
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/azure-disk-encryption-vms-vmss
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/key-vault/
https://www.ispe.org/sites/default/files/publications/guidance-documents/records-data-integrity-table-of-contents.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-security-data-encryption-best-practices
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/office-365-encryption-in-the-microsoft-cloud-overview?view=o365-worldwide
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 Manage supplier relationships with all third-party service providers and review service 

agreements 

 Establish governance policies and procedures that are aligned to the cloud model and train 

personnel responsible for managing and maintaining cloud-based solutions  

 Plan validation activities with key stakeholders and subject matter experts and execute system 

validation to demonstrate fitness for intended use and regulatory compliance 

 Manage the deployment and maintenance of cloud resources 

 Implement data backup and restoration processes and perform routine testing  

 Perform routine monitoring to verify service quality 

 Establish continuous improvement activities 

 Integrate best practices associated with the following pillars of application architecture 

excellence: 

o Cost: Managing costs to maximize the value delivered. 

o DevOps: Operations processes that keep a system running in production. 

o Resiliency: The ability of a system to recover from failures and continue to function 

o Scalability: The ability of a system to handle increased load 

o Security: Protecting applications and data from threats 

The sections that follow provide recommendations for developing a cloud strategy and governance 

model to help Microsoft life science customers successfully implement their GxP applications in Azure. 

The proposed methodology is based upon proven practices used by Microsoft customers and partners in 

life sciences.  

 
Additional Resources: 

  Azure governance 

3.2.1 Shared responsibility model 
Due to the nature of cloud service delivery models, certain responsibilities shift with respect to the 

qualification and management of the underlying cloud infrastructure. While implementing the 

governance strategy, it is essential to understand how different cloud service models affect the ways 

responsibilities are shared between cloud service providers and their customers.  

The left-most column in the following figure shows responsibilities, all of which contribute to the overall 

security, privacy, and reliability of cloud computing environments.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/framework/cost/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/framework/devops/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/guide/pillars#resiliency
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/guide/pillars#scalability
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/guide/pillars#security
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/governance/
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Shared-Responsibilities-81d0ff91
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Customers remain responsible for establishing proper data governance and rights management, 

managing client endpoints, as well as account and access management, and Azure is responsible for all 

aspects surrounding physical host, physical network, and datacenter. Other responsibilities listed, 

including identity & directory infrastructure, application, network controls, and operating system, vary 

depending on the deployment model (that is, IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS).  

Microsoft customers control the following data protection features within the Azure platform: 

 Cryptography for storing data, in applications, and on the network (encryption and decryption) 

 Key management (provisioning, lifecycle management, security/protection) 

 Authentication, authorization, and access control 

3.2.2 Service agreements 
GxP regulated users of cloud-based systems are expected to have service agreements in place with their 

service providers, as described in the FDA’s draft Guidance for Industry (Ref. [20]), as well as the recently 

released GAMP Guidance for IT Infrastructure Control and Compliance (Second Edition) (Ref. [8]).  

Microsoft Azure services are governed by a series of contractual agreements. These agreements 

describe Microsoft service level assurances for system availability, as well as Microsoft commitments 

and responsibilities as they relate to customer data security and privacy. A summary of the relevant 

agreements is provided in the following sections.  

Customers may also refer to Appendix B for a mapping of the contractual agreements we establish with 

our customers against the recommended content for service level agreements and quality agreements, 

as recommended within the GAMP guidance (Ref. [20]). 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/security-azure-encryption-overview
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/key-vault/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/active-directory/
https://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/UCM563785.pdf
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3.2.2.1 Service level agreements 

Each Azure product is accompanied by a Service Level Agreement (SLA) that describes Microsoft 

commitments regarding delivery or performance of the service regarding uptime and connectivity. The 

product SLAs also describe the conditions for obtaining service credits and the process for submitting 

claims. 

3.2.2.2 Online Services Terms and Online Services Data Protection Addendum 

The Online Services Terms (OST) in conjunction with the Online Services Data Protection Addendum 

(DPA) explain Microsoft contractual commitments to our customers covering various aspects of the 

services delivery and data protection, including:

 Data Ownership 

 Privacy  

 Data Security 

 Data Transfers and Location 

 Organization of Information Security 

 Asset management 

 Human resources security 

 Physical and environmental security 

 Location of customer data at rest 

 Data recovery procedures 

 Encryption of data 

 Access Control 

 Communication and Operations 

Management 

 Data retention and Deletion 

 Information Security Incident 

Management 

 Security incident notification 

 Business continuity Management 

 Acceptable use policy 

 Compliance with laws 

 Retirement of services

The DPA also covers audit compliance which include commitments to:  

 initiate audits by qualified, independent, third party at least annually 

 audits performed according to the standards and rules of the regulatory or accreditation body 

for each applicable control standard or framework 

 provide audit reports 

 mitigate audit findings 

The OST describe Microsoft commitments related to supporting features and providing notice before 

removing features or discontinuing a service. 

3.2.2.3 HIPAA Business Associate Agreement 

The HIPAA Business Associate Agreement (BAA) clarifies and limits how the business associate 

(Microsoft) can handle protected health information (PHI) and sets forth additional terms for each party 

related to the security and privacy provisions outlined in HIPAA and the HITECH Act. The BAA is 

automatically included as part of the OST and applies to customers who are covered entities or business 

associates and are storing PHI.  

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/legal/sla/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/licensing/product-licensing/products.aspx
https://www.microsoftvolumelicensing.com/Downloader.aspx?DocumentId=15981
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/TrustCenter/Compliance/HIPAA
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3.2.2.4 Other agreements 

Additional contractual terms may be specified within Enterprise Agreements, enrollment agreements, 

business, and services agreements, as well as agreement appendices, contingent on specific 

engagement scenarios with the customer. 

Azure support plans including Azure Premier, Professional Direct, and Standard are subject to terms 

defined within the customer’s Enterprise Agreement. 

3.2.3 Supplier evaluation 
Because of the business criticality of many GxP computerized systems, life sciences customers often 

perform a vendor assessment or audit before selecting a product vendor or service provider. The need 

to perform an audit and the type of audit is typically based on: 

 Initial risk assessment / overall system impact 

 System novelty and complexity 

 Categorization of components 

The FDA provides the following recommendations for performing vendor audits within the industry 

guidance titled, “Use of Electronic Records and Electronic Signatures in Clinical Investigations under 21 

CFR Part 11 – Questions and Answers” (Ref. [20]):  

“Sponsors and other regulated entities often perform audits of the vendor’s electronic systems 

and products to assess the vendor’s design and development methodologies used in the 

construction of the electronic system or the product, as well as the vendor’s validation 

documentation. To reduce the time and cost burden, sponsors and other regulated entities 

should consider periodic, but shared audits conducted by trusted third parties.” 

As discussed in Section 2.4, Microsoft Azure regularly undergoes independent audits performed by 

qualified third-party accredited assessors with regard to several ISO, SOC, HITRUST, FedRAMP, and PCI 

certifications and attestations. The SOC 2 Type 2 audit report is especially significant as it provides a high 

degree of visibility into the assessment and verification criteria used during the evaluation process and is 

aligned with the CSA STAR program criteria (à see Section 2.4.2). Microsoft provides customers with 

access to the latest audit reports via the Service Trust portal, which customers may review during their 

vendor assessment process.  

Auditors should familiarize themselves with the principles covered within the ISO and SOC audit reports 

so that they can use the information contained within these reports during the assessment process. 

Although the SOC 2 attestation does not focus on GxP regulations, many of the control objectives are 

very similar to those required by 21 CFR Part 11 and Annex 11. To assist with this process, we have 

included in the appendices a thorough analysis of the regulatory requirements of 21 CFR Part 11 (see 

Appendix C) and Annex 11 (see Appendix D). This analysis highlights the shared responsibilities between 

Microsoft and our customers and identifies the various controls that Microsoft Azure has implemented. 

The analysis also maps to a specific control ID as referenced within the latest SOC 2 report for Microsoft 

Azure. Since addressing these regulatory requirements involves shared responsibilities between 

Microsoft and our customers (that is, regulated users), we have also included recommended customer 

activities corresponding to each regulatory requirement.  

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/support/plans/
https://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/UCM563785.pdf
https://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/UCM563785.pdf
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
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Additional Resources: 

 The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) Consensus Assessments Initiative Questionnaire (CAIQ) v3.0.1 provides a 
comprehensive set of questions that customers can use to evaluate the depth / breadth of cloud vendors’ 
security, privacy, and compliance processes. Microsoft Azure team has compiled detailed responses to the items 
in the assessment questionnaire, which is available for download.   

 

3.2.4 Governance policies and procedures 
To ensure proper management of their cloud-based GxP application(s), customers may need to review 

and update internal IT and quality procedures. The topics in the following tables should be covered 

within customers’ internal governance procedures: 

3.2.4.1 Quality governance processes 

Procedure topic Purpose 

Training 
management 

Defines an internal training program to ensure personnel have the 
competencies required to access and work within the application running on 
the controlled cloud platform. Additional training requirements may need to 
be defined for each controlled application within the cloud platform. 

Documentation 
management 

Establishes the framework under which official documents and records are 
created and managed. The intent is to ensure that the organization’s business 
areas have the appropriate governance and supporting structure and 
resources established to manage documents in a controlled manner (that is, 
planned, monitored, recorded, and audited). 

Records retention 
and archiving 

Ensures that all records are managed in conformance with applicable 
regulations and requirements.   

Supplier 
management 

Defines a formal process to ensure that cloud service providers are identified, 
assessed, selected, and managed in a formal and controlled manner. 

Periodic review Defines the process for performing a documented assessment of the 
documentation, procedures, records, and performance of a computer system 
to determine whether it is still in a validated state and what actions, if any, 
are necessary to restore its validated state. The frequency of review is 
dependent upon a system’s complexity, criticality, and rate of change. 

3.2.4.2 Operational (IT) governance processes 

Procedure topic Purpose 

System security Describes the logical security measures for cloud applications systems to 
protect against unauthorized access to cloud platform administrative console 
and regulated application components. 

Change and 
configuration 
management 

Defines a formal process for change management that will ensure that 
application changes are implemented in a controlled manner. This process 
must also establish the framework for proposing, reviewing, and approving 
changes to a system. Ensures that all updates to baseline items (configuration 
items) are controlled and traceable. 

System monitoring Describes the tools used to monitor the cloud application(s) to ensure 
consistent availability and performance. 

https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/group/consensus-assessments/#_overview
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Azure-Responses-to-CSA-46034a11
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System 
administration and 
maintenance 

Provides instruction for the technical management and engineering practices 
to be used in the operation and maintenance of cloud application(s). 

User access 
management 

Describes the management of administrative accounts that enable access or 
changes to system data. User access management also establishes clear 
standards for issuing accounts, creating passwords, and managing accounts. 

Backup and 
recovery  

Defines the strategy for data backup, recovery in the event of disruption, and 
intentional/unintentional destruction or corruption of data or disaster. 

Incident and 
problem 
management 

Defines a formal process to ensure that issues are raised, recorded, 
investigated, and resolved in a formal and controlled manner. 

Software 
Development 
Lifecycle (SDLC) 

If the customer is developing a GxP application, this should be done under the 
governance of a defined software development lifecycle (SDLC) process to 
ensure quality by design, and proper management of code.  

 

3.2.4.3 Train key personnel 

Customer personnel who are responsible for designing, securing, and managing the controlled 

environments and maintaining GxP should be adequately trained on the above-mentioned procedures 

in accordance with their job duties.  The following table describes activities that customers may consider 

when defining their cloud governance roles and responsibilities. 

Role Responsibilities include 

Cloud Platform 

Owner 
 Define cloud platform requirements 

 Implement cloud governance strategy 

 Ensure governance processes are followed and service level agreements are 
met 

 Review impacts and approve changes to cloud platform 

 Conduct periodic reviews to ensure qualified state of cloud environment is 
maintained 

 Manage budgeting and purchasing of cloud resources and services 

Cloud Platform 

Administrator 
 Maintain logical security of cloud platform resources 

 Implement platform changes in accordance with procedures and specifications 

 Manage cloud platform users and access to cloud resources 

 Provide technical support and incident/problem management 

 Maintain and test backup and recovery processes 

 Review audit logs and security reports 

 Monitor status of cloud services and respond to alerts 

 Manage patches and updates to cloud resources 

3.2.5 Security and access management 
Customer personnel who are responsible for operations and maintenance activities, such as system 

administrators, architects, developers, testers, and support personnel, should be given the appropriate 

level of access to the resources they need to perform their job function, while adhering to the principle 

of least privilege.    

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/identity/ad-ds/plan/security-best-practices/implementing-least-privilege-administrative-models
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Customers can configure Azure Active Directory (AAD) and role-based access control (RBAC) within 

Azure Resource Manager to facilitate segregation of duties and least privilege.  Azure RBAC can be used 

manage who has access to Azure resources, what they can do with those resources, and what areas they 

have access to. Azure includes the following four fundamental built-in roles. The first three apply to all 

resource types. 

 Owner - Has full access to all resources including the right to delegate access to others. 

 Contributor - Can create and manage all types of Azure resources but can't grant access to 

others. 

 Reader - Can view existing Azure resources. 

 User Access Administrator – Provides the ability to manage user access to Azure resources. 

Azure AD Connect provides the ability to synchronize Azure Active Directory with an existing on-premise 

Active directory. These functions simplify user access to cloud applications, where customers can 

synchronize user accounts with on-premises identities and enable single sign-on.  

Azure Security Center can be used by customers to help prevent, detect, and respond to threats with 

increased visibility and control over the security of their Azure resources.  Security Center continuously 

discovers new resources that are deployed and assesses whether they are configured according to 

security best practices, if not, they are flagged and customers receive a prioritized list of 

recommendations for what needs to be fixed in order to protect the resource. Security Center's threat 

protection enables threats to be detected and prevented threats at the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

layer, well as for Platforms as a Service (PaaS) in Azure, which includes the following Azure resources: 

 Virtual machines (VMs) (including Cloud Services) 

 Virtual machine scale sets 

 Azure Virtual Networks 

 Containers 

 Azure SQL service 

 Azure Storage account 

 Azure Web Apps (in App Service Environment) 

 
Additional Resources: 

  Azure Identity Management and access control security best practices 

 Microsoft Azure security 

 Azure Security Technical Capabilities 

3.2.6 Change management 
Customers may need to adapt their change management processes to better align with the cloud model. 

With the cloud model, changes may be performed to the underlying platform infrastructure that are not 

under customer control. However, this does not imply that changes are out of control. As described in 

Section 2.5.6.1, Azure engineering teams have implemented robust processes around change 

management as it relates to implementing software, hardware, and network changes. Azure notifies 

customers of potential changes and events that may affect security or availability of the services through 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-whatis
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/role-based-access-control-what-is
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles#owner
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles#contributor
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles#reader
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles#user-access-administrator
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/hybrid/whatis-azure-ad-connect
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-intro
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-services/cloud-services-choose-me
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/environment/intro
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-security-identity-management-best-practices
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-security-technical-capabilities
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an online Service Dashboard. The Online Services Terms also describe Microsoft commitments related to 

support of features and notification for changes that involve the removal of material feature or 

functionality or discontinuation of a service. 

With cloud-based applications, customers are encouraged to use modern change management 

techniques that involve making changes to their applications that are smaller in scope and impact, but 

with greater frequency. Change management mechanisms focus on change facilitation driven by the 

product release pipeline in which mitigation and risk controls, such as automated deployments, 

automated testing, and mandatory approvals, are engineered into the change operations. 

Customers have significant control over their change management strategy when determining which 

deployment model to use and how their environment is architected. For example, customers who use 

virtual machines deployed in the IaaS model have complete control over the changes that occur within 

the virtual machine.  

The Scheduled Events service provides customers with the ability to receive notifications from Azure 

when planned maintenance activities may affect customers’ virtual machines and provides the ability to 

scheduled maintenance windows. Scheduled Events provides Azure Virtual Machines with sufficient 

time to perform preventive tasks to minimize the effect of such events. The use cases for scheduled 

events include: 

 Proactive failover: Instead of waiting for the application, load balancer, or traffic manager to 

sense that something went wrong, the system can proactively failover to another node. In some 

cases, knowing that a VM will be running soon can help the application logic to start, 

accumulate, and log changes rather than failover a partition/replica. 

 Drain a node: Instead of failing running jobs, the system can block the VM from accepting new 

jobs and allow it to drain those already started. 

 Log and audit: Knowing that the VM was interrupted by Azure can simplify root cause analysis of 

detection availability issues. 

 Notify and correlate: Send notification to the system administrator or monitoring software and 

correlate the scheduled event with other signals. 

Azure Policy allows customers to define business rules and policies for managing the way changes to 

their resources are handled.  Examples of how the platform can respond to a resource change include: 

 Deny the resource change 

 Log the change to the resource 

 Alter the resource before the change 

 Alter the resource after the change 

 Deploy related compliant resources 

Platform administrators may also use the resource lock feature to lock a subscription, resource group, or 

resource to prevent other users in the organization from accidentally deleting or modifying critical 

resources. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-health/service-health-overview
https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/Licensing/product-licensing/products.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/scheduled-events
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/get-started-with-scheduled-events/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-lock-resources
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By taking advantage of Azure’s High Availability 

and Region pairs, customers can design their 

environments to minimize the risks associated 

with planned and unplanned hardware 

maintenance events, as well as unexpected 

hardware faults.  

When a system is configured for high 

availability, the Azure Fabric Controller 

effectively renders the hardware into a 

commodity and minimizes the risk associated 

with physical machine failure whether it is 

caused by faulty hardware, improper 

installation, or as result of a change to 

infrastructure.  

Virtual machine scale sets are an Azure 

compute resource that provides the ability to 

deploy and manage a set of identical VMs. With 

all VMs configured the same, scale sets are 

designed to support auto-scaling, and no pre-

provisioning of VMs is required. For applications 

that need to scale compute resources out and 

in, scale operations are implicitly balanced 

across fault and update domains. 

Customers can use Azure virtual machine scale 

sets to ensure their GxP applications always 

have sufficient computing resources available 

to support capacity and performance 

requirements. This availability is crucial to 

ensuring the applications operate consistently 

and reliably.  

 
Additional Resources:  

  Manage the availability of Windows virtual machines in Azure 

 Modern Service Management for Azure 

3.2.7 System configuration and inventory management 
The Azure Resource Manager provides an efficient way of managing all the IaaS and PaaS resources 

within a customer’s subscription. Information about each resource, including its configuration, can be 

viewed directly within the portal. Azure Resource Graph is a tool to query, explore, and analyze cloud 

High Availability 

Microsoft defines a highly available application as one 

that absorbs fluctuations in availability, load, and 

temporary failures in the dependent services and 

hardware. The application continues to operate at an 

acceptable user and systemic response level as defined 

by business requirements or application service level 

agreements. Depending on the service model being 

used, IaaS or PaaS, Azure offers several features via the 

Azure Fabric Controller to provide high availability of its 

services.  

When using one of the Azure IaaS/PaaS cloud services, 

the Fabric Controller verifies the status of the 

hardware and software of the host and guest machine 

instances. When it detects a failure, it enforces SLAs by 

automatically relocating the compute instances. When 

multiple role instances are deployed, Azure relocates 

these instances to different fault domains, which are 

essentially different hardware racks in the same data 

center. Fault domains reduce the probability that a 

localized hardware failure will interrupt the service of 

an application.  

To achieve high availability with virtual machines (VMs) 

that are provisioned as part of the Azure IaaS service 

model, the VMs must be configured to use availability 

sets. Within an availability set, Azure positions the 

virtual machines in a way that prevents localized 

hardware faults and maintenance activities from 

bringing down all the machines in that group. Putting 

two or more VMs in availability sets guarantees that 

the VMs are spread across multiple racks in the Azure 

datacenters, which means they will have redundant 

power supplies, switches, and servers. Grouping VMs in 

availability sets also provides the Azure Fabric 

Controller with the information it needs to intelligently 

update the host operating system that the guest VMs 

are running on so that they are not updated at the 

same time.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/manage-availability
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/best-practices-availability-paired-regions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machine-scale-sets/virtual-machine-scale-sets-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/manage-availability
https://azure.microsoft.com/mediahandler/files/resourcefiles/b6ea597e-2ca2-4bfb-9adc-c8d7292bc81a/Modern%20Service%20Management%20for%20Azure%20v1.1.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-overview
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/features/resource-graph/
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resources at scale. Alternatively, customers may create automated scripts to extract information about 

deployed resources in Azure using data from the Azure management APIs.  

Customers are encouraged use tags to organize Azure resources and manage their hierarchy. Tags can 

be applied to Azure resources, resource groups, and subscriptions to logically organize them into a 

taxonomy.  Identifying cloud resources and services using a standardized naming convention will enable 

administrators to quickly locate resources associated with specific workloads, environments, ownership 

groups, or other important information. Organizing resources is critical to assigning organizational roles 

and access permissions for resource management. 

Azure Automation delivers a cloud-based automation and configuration service that supports 

configuration management across Azure resources. It can be used to perform automated configuration 

and update activities during deployment, operations, and decommissioning of workloads and resources. 

The Azure Automation state configuration service provides reporting and search capabilities, which can 

be used to locate detailed information about what is configured within an operating system. The service 

supports change tracking across services, software, registry, and files to help diagnose unwanted 

changes and raise alerts. An important related feature is the reporting of major events, for example, 

events issued when nodes deviate from their assigned configurations. 

 
Additional Resources:  

  Azure Resource Manager Overview 

 Using Azure Management APIs to get data about your deployed resources 

 Resource naming and tagging decision guide 

3.2.8 Data backup and disaster recovery 
Customers are encouraged to follow best practices and design patterns to maximize resiliency of their 

Azure cloud-based application by building reliability into each step of the application design process. 

Reliable applications have the following characteristics: 

 Resilient and recover gracefully from failures, and they continue to function with minimal 

downtime and data loss before full recovery. 

 Highly available and run as designed in a healthy state with no significant downtime. 

A well-documented plan for application disaster recovery should be established and tested to ensure 

recovery from any failure that may affect system availability. Customers should choose a multi-site 

disaster recovery architecture for any mission-critical applications using as much automation as possible. 

Customers should identify a specific owner of the disaster recovery plan who is responsible for 

maintaining the plan and ensuring its effectiveness. Operations staff should be trained to execute the 

plan and perform regular disaster simulations to validate and improve the plan. 

Customers must define their data backup strategy based on their data recovery requirements and 

system architecture. Azure Backup and Recovery Services can be configured to help customers achieve 

their application-specific backup goals. 

Azure Backup is the Azure-based service used to back up and restore data in the Microsoft cloud. Azure 

Backup can replace existing on-premises or off-site backup solutions with a cloud-based solution. Azure 

https://azure.microsoft.com/mediahandler/files/resourcefiles/cfea97c3-91eb-4e2a-8589-ea73d2d74648/Using%20Azure%20Management%20APIs.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/tag-resources
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automation-intro
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/48121
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-overview
https://azure.microsoft.com/mediahandler/files/resourcefiles/cfea97c3-91eb-4e2a-8589-ea73d2d74648/Using%20Azure%20Management%20APIs.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/decision-guides/resource-tagging/?toc=/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/toc.json
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/resiliency/disaster-recovery-azure-applications
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-introduction-to-azure-backup
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-azure-recovery-services-vault-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-introduction-to-azure-backup
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Backup offers multiple components that can be downloaded and deployed on the appropriate 

computer, server, or in the cloud. The specific component, or agent, that is deployed depends on what 

to protect. All Azure Backup components can be used to back up data to a Recovery Services vault in 

Azure.  

When backing up an Azure VM, Azure Backup relies on encryption of the virtual machine. For example, if 

the VM is encrypted using Azure Disk Encryption, or some other encryption technology, Azure Backup 

uses that encryption to secure the data. All the data that is backed up from Azure Backup Agent or Azure 

Backup Server is compressed and encrypted before being transferred over a secure HTTPS link. Data 

sent to Azure Backup remains encrypted at rest. 

Local and geographic redundancy 

Azure Storage provides data redundancy to minimize disruptions to the availability of customer data. 

Data redundancy is achieved through fragmentation of data into extents, which are copied onto 

multiple nodes within a region. This approach minimizes the impact of isolated storage node failures and 

loss of data. Azure Storage maintains three replicas of customer data in blobs, tables, queues, files, and 

disks across three separate fault domains in the primary region. Customers can choose to enable geo-

redundant storage, in which case three additional replicas of that same data will be kept across separate 

fault domains in the paired region within the same geography. Examples of Azure Regions are North 

Central US, South Central US, North Europe, and West Europe. These regions are separated by several 

hundred kilometers. Geo-replication provides additional data durability in case of a region-wide disaster.  

Azure SQL Databases have a minimum of three replicas of each database – one primary and two 

secondary replicas. If any component fails on the primary replica, Azure SQL Database detects the failure 

and fails over to the secondary replica. In case of a physical loss of the replica, Azure SQL Database 

creates a new replica automatically. 

All critical platform metadata is backed up to an alternate region, several hundred kilometers from the 

primary copy. Backup methods vary by service and include Azure Storage geo-replication, Azure SQL 

Database geo-replication, service-specific backup processes, and backup to tape.  

 
Additional Resources:  

  Disaster recovery for Azure applications 

 Designing resilient applications for Azure 

 Resiliency Checklist 

3.2.9 Monitoring, auditing and logging 
Azure provides a wide array of configurable monitoring, security auditing and logging options to help 

track various actions performed on Azure resources and identify gaps in security policies and 

mechanisms. Azure logs are categorized into the following types: 

• Control/management logs provide information about Azure Resource Manager CREATE, 

UPDATE, and DELETE operations (see Azure activity logs). 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/resiliency/disaster-recovery-azure-applications
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/resiliency/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/checklist/resiliency-per-service
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/platform-logs-overview
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• Data plane logs provide information about events raised as part of Azure resource usage. 

Examples of this type of log are the Windows event system, security, and application logs in a 

virtual machine (VM) and the diagnostics logs that are configured through Azure Monitor. 

• Processed events provide information about analyzed events/alerts that have been processed 

on your behalf. Examples of this type are Azure Security Center alerts where Azure Security 

Center has processed and analyzed the customer’s subscription and provides concise security 

alerts. 

Azure Monitor provides the ability to monitor, analyze, and receive alerts about critical system operating 

and performance parameters. Alerts may be enable based on both metric values and activity log events, 

which can also be managed using the Azure Monitor REST API.  Azure Monitor helps customers understand 

how applications are performing and proactively identifies issues affecting them and the resources they 

depend on.  A few examples of what can be done with Azure Monitor include: 

 Detect and diagnose issues across applications and dependencies with Application Insights. 

 Correlate infrastructure issues with Azure Monitor for VMs and Azure Monitor for Containers. 

 Drill into monitoring data with Log Analytics for troubleshooting and deep diagnostics. 

 Support operations at scale with smart alerts and automated actions. 

 Create visualizations with Azure dashboards and workbooks. 

Azure Active Directory provides audit logging and reporting capabilities, which can be used to monitor 

the following types of activities:  

 Security Reports 

o Risky sign-ins: A risky sign-in is an indicator for a sign-in attempt that might have been 

performed by someone who is not the legitimate owner of a user account. 

o Users flagged for risk: A risky user is an indicator for a user account that might have 

been compromised. 

 Activity Reports 

o Sign-in activities: Information about the usage of managed applications and user sign-in 

activities. 

o Audit logs: System activity information about users and group management, managed 

applications, and directory activities. 

For customers leveraging Azure SQL as part of their PaaS system, Azure SQL Auditing provides the ability 
to track database events and write them to an audit log in an Azure storage account, Log Analytics 
workspace or Event Hubs.  SQL database auditing can be used to: 

 Retain an audit trail of selected events. Customers can define categories of database actions to be 
audited. 

 Report on database activity. Customers can use pre-configured reports and a dashboard to get 
started quickly with activity and event reporting. 

 Analyze reports. Customers can find suspicious events, unusual activity, and trends. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/platform-logs-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/monitoring-overview-azure-monitor
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-managing-and-responding-alerts
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-intro
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-intro
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/monitoring-overview-azure-monitor
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/app/app-insights-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/insights/vminsights-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/insights/container-insights-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/log-query/log-query-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-smartgroups-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-action-rules
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/learn/tutorial-logs-dashboards
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/app/usage-workbooks
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/reports-monitoring/concept-audit-logs
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-reporting-azure-portal#security-reports
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-reporting-azure-portal#activity-reports
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-auditing
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These capabilities enable and facilitate adherence to compliance standards, understand database 
activity, and gain insight into discrepancies and anomalies that could indicate business concerns or 
suspected security violations. 

3.2.10 Data retention 
Customers are responsible for determining their recordkeeping requirements based on internal policies 

and regulatory requirements. Customer data stored within the customer’s IaaS and PaaS environments 

remains accessible throughout the term of the contract with Microsoft and for a defined period upon 

contract termination as stipulated in the Online Services Data Protection Addendum (DPA). Microsoft 

commitments regarding the protection of customer data retained within the Azure platform are also 

described in the OST. 

For PaaS systems using Azure SQL Database, a single or a pooled database can be configured with a 

long-term backup retention policy (LTR) to automatically retain the database backups in separate Azure 

Blob storage containers for up to 10 years. The database can be recovered using these backups using the 

Azure portal or PowerShell. 

Special consideration may be needed to handle the data generated by Azure activity logs, monitoring 

tools, and security reports, which retain collected data for various retention periods. The data collected 

and the period it is retained within the Azure reporting tools depends on the type of report and 

subscription or service edition selected, as well as when the logging service is enabled.  

In addition to the Azure Management Portal user interface, Azure Active Directory reporting provides 

programmatic access to the reporting data through a set of REST-based APIs. These APIs can be called 

from a variety of programming languages and tools to automatically extract report data. The exported 

data may be stored within Azure Storage or any other data repository (for example, Event Hubs) for as 

long as is deemed necessary. A good practice is to use a storage account or Event Hubs namespace that 

is not in the same subscription as the one emitting logs to provide additional protection.  

 
Additional Resources: 

  Security management in Azure 

 Overview of Azure Monitor 

 

  

https://www.microsoftvolumelicensing.com/Downloader.aspx?DocumentId=15981
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-long-term-backup-retention-configure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-reporting-retention
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-reporting-azure-portal#programmatic-access
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-security-management
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/monitoring-overview-azure-monitor
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3.3 Considerations for implementing a risk-based qualification and validation strategy 
By using the Azure platform, the customer is effectively outsourcing the management and operations of 

the physical infrastructure (that is, datacenter, network, and hosts) to Microsoft. However, as per the 

GAMP guidance (Ref. [8]), “the regulated company remains responsible for the regulatory compliance of 

their IT operations regardless of whether they choose to outsource/offshore some or all of their IT 

Infrastructure processes to external service provider(s). Compliance oversight and approvals cannot be 

delegated to the outsource partner.” It is therefore essential for the regulated user(s) to determine the 

appropriate validation strategy of their GxP application(s) hosted on the Azure platform.  

As with on-premises GxP applications, the approach to validation of a cloud-based GxP application 

should be based on a “justified and documented risk assessment and a determination of the potential of 

the system to affect product quality and safety, 

and record integrity.” (Ref. [17]). The regulated 

user should determine the appropriate validation 

strategy, considering risk, intended use, and 

regulatory compliance requirements associated 

with the GxP application. 

The underlying infrastructure platform supporting 

the GxP application should also be 

verified/qualified to demonstrate proper 

configuration and to ensure a state of control and 

compliance is maintained.  

The ISPE GAMP 5 guidance (Ref. [7]) provides recommendations on how to analyze and categorize 

software and hardware components of a GxP system so that these categories can be used along with a 

risk assessment and supplier assessment to determine a suitable system lifecycle strategy.  

The Azure platform may be considered as a combination of the following GAMP 5 software and 

hardware categories:  

 Hardware Category 1 – Standard Hardware Components: Standard hardware components that 

are not custom-built.  

 Hardware Category 2 – Custom-Built Hardware Components: Custom-built hardware 

components, designed to address specific business needs.  

 Software Category 1 – Infrastructure Software: Infrastructure software components linked 

together within a unified environment that allows the installation and management of 

applications and services. This category contains two types of software:  

o Established or commercially available layered software (for example, operating systems, 

database managers, programming languages, and so on)  

o Infrastructure software tools (for example, network monitoring software, batch job 

scheduling tools, security software, antivirus, and configuration management tools) 

The ISPE’s GAMP 5 - A Risk-Based Approach to 

Compliant GxP Computerized Systems (Ref. [7]) 

defines computerized system validation as, 

“achieving and maintaining compliance with 

applicable GxP regulations and fitness for intended 

use by: 

 the adoption of principles, approaches, and 

life cycle activities within the framework of 

validation plans and reports 

 the application of appropriate operational 

controls throughout the life of the system.” 
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An IaaS-based GxP application installed within a customer’s virtualized environment could be considered 

a Category 3 (Non-Configured Product), Category 4 (Configured Product), or Category 5 (Custom 

Application), depending on the novelty and complexity of the application. 

GxP applications built by customers using Azure PaaS cloud services to support regulated GxP processes 

would typically be considered Category 5 (Custom Application). 

As described in Section 2.5, the Azure teams have implemented a series of processes and controls to 

help ensure the quality of service and maintain a state of control over the physical infrastructure 

elements. These elements include the physical hosts, physical networks, and datacenters. Periodic 

audits performed as part of the Azure ISO and SOC certification and attestation processes, as described 

in Section 2.4, help to ensure the people, processes, and technology that make up the Azure 

environment work together to maintain a state of control and compliance.  

The following sections discuss various activities and deliverables that GxP-regulated customers may 

adapt during their cloud-based GxP application qualification and validation efforts. The intent is not to 

prescribe a specific methodology, but rather to highlight the overall goal of each step in the process and 

corresponding deliverables. Customers should choose the appropriate development methodology (for 

example Waterfall or Agile), that best suits their project needs and results in an application the meets 

the necessary quality objectives and is fit for its intended use.  

In all cases, we recommend that customers follow documented processes and produce system 

documentation that adds business value and communicates relevant information to the intended 

audience.  

 
Additional Resources: 

  U.S. FDA Guidance for Industry Part 11, Electronic Records; Electronic Signatures — Scope and Application 

 ISPE, ISPE GAMP 5 - A Risk-Based Approach to Compliant GxP computerized systems 

 ISPE, GAMP Good Practice Guide: IT Infrastructure Control and Compliance (Second Edition) 

 PIC/S - Good Practices for Computerised Systems in Regulated “GxP” Environments  

3.3.1 Qualification considerations of infrastructure components and services 
Since the Azure platform is not purposely built for any specific GxP application, the regulated user 

(customer) should verify that the underlying platform components and services are appropriately 

designed, configured, and qualified to satisfy the specifications necessary to support the GxP 

application. 

The infrastructure qualification lifecycle, as defined within the GAMP Good Practice Guide for IT 

Infrastructure Control and Compliance (Ref. [8]), provides a starting point from which life sciences 

customers may adapt their approach to qualifying the virtual infrastructure components and resources 

used to support their GxP application(s). 

3.3.1.1 Planning 

The initial planning phase begins by defining the project scope, key activities, and responsibilities for 

producing project deliverables, including SOPs, specifications, and verification documentation. Planning 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waterfall_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development
https://www.fda.gov/RegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ucm125067.htm
http://www.ispe.org/gamp-5
https://www.ispe.org/publications/guidance-documents/gamp-it-infrastructure-control-compliance
https://www.picscheme.org/layout/document.php?id=155
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will likely continue throughout the subsequent project phases as quality and regulatory impacts are 

evaluated and project-related risks are mitigated. 

Recommended deliverable(s): 

 Qualification plan: The qualification plan defines the project scope, risk rationale, and the 

qualification approach. The qualification approach will likely depend on whether the 

infrastructure platform requirements are independent of any specific applications or whether 

they are mainly derived from application specifications on a case-by-case basis.  

The qualification plan should also list the deliverables to be produced, roles and 

responsibilities, and overall project acceptance criteria.  

3.3.1.2 Specification and design 

Specification documentation for platform components, including requirements specifications, 

architecture diagrams, and technical design specifications, should be developed and maintained by the 

system owners and/or platform administrators and maintained as quality records. 

With the industry moving towards an agile methodology, many companies are moving their 

specification and design documentation within an SDLC management tool, like Azure DevOps. 

Requirements specifications considerations: 

Infrastructure requirements gathered through collaboration with various application stakeholders, 

platform owners/administrators, and business application owners are crucial for defining a system’s 

resource needs. In addition, any regulatory requirements that may have an impact on the architecture 

supporting the GxP application should also be identified. 

The following factors should be considered when establishing the requirements of the underlying 

platform architecture to help ensure a successful implementation:  
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 Security and privacy 

 Capacity 

 Performance 

 Availability 

 Backup and recovery 

 Maintenance (patching) 

 Monitoring (auditing and logging) 

 Regulations 

 Location 

Depending on the location of the customer, 

certain regulations may apply with regard to 

data protection or patient data privacy. 

These regulations may require the data to 

be secured in a datacenter that complies 

with these high standards.  Azure provides 

customers the ability to choose from a wide 

range of datacenters and their respective 

locations. A datacenter can be chosen based 

on location, compliance needs, service 

availability, data residency and sovereignty, 

and pricing.  

Technical design considerations: 

System architects and individuals responsible for driving infrastructure design decisions should consider 

the following factors during the planning, specification, and design phase:  

 Ensure data is secured by configuring available encryption features within Azure for data at rest 

and in transit. 

 Use high availability architecture to reduce impact of planned and unplanned maintenance. 

 Decide in which geographical location the system will reside. 

 Use Azure logging and auditing mechanisms to capture critical events and define log archiving 

rules based on data retention requirements. 

 Establish data backup and recovery strategy based on recovery time objectives (RTO) and 

recovery point objectives (RPO). 

 Decide whether separate development, test, staging, and production environments will be 

needed and establish proper architecture to ensure data isolation. 

 Understand options for scaling up or scaling out. 

 Determine whether data partitioning will be required. 

 Be aware of the service limits, quotas, and constraints when implementing a cloud-based 

solution to ensure appropriate design and architecture decisions are made. To help make these 

Data Privacy 

Customers should be aware of local legislation regarding data 
privacy and when implementing solutions that span multiple 
geographies, because some regulatory requirements may have an 
impact on the overall solution design or architecture. For example, 
the European Union’s General Data Protection regulation (GDPR) is 
a privacy regulation that requires organizations that collect, host, 
or analyze personal data of EU residents to use third-party data 
processors who guarantee their ability to implement the technical 
and organizational requirements of the GDPR. Key requirements of 
the GDPR include: 

 Identifying what data you have, and controlling who has 
access to it 

 Protecting personal data in your systems, as well as the 
ability to review and report on compliance   

Microsoft is the first global cloud services provider to publicly offer 
contractual commitments to its customers that provide key GDPR-
related assurances about our services. Our contractual 
commitments relate to helping customers accomplish the 
following actions: 

 Respond to requests to correct, amend, or delete 
personal data 

 Detect and report personal data breaches 

 Demonstrate their compliance with the GDPR 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/regions/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/compliance/complianceofferings
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/regions/services/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/regions/services/
http://azuredatacentermap.azurewebsites.net/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/pricing/calculator/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/security-azure-encryption-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/resiliency/high-availability-azure-applications
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/regions/services/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-log-audit
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/monitoring-archive-activity-log
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/monitoring-archive-activity-log
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-introduction-to-azure-backup
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-isolation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/best-practices/auto-scaling
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-ca/azure/architecture/best-practices/data-partitioning
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/TrustCenter/Privacy/gdpr/default.aspx
https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2017/04/17/earning-trust-contractual-commitments-general-data-protection-regulation/#sm.0010os6561a1ud6wrgc2m3gwwlkuz
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design decisions, Microsoft routinely updates its list of cloud service limits as new services are 

added or enhanced within the Azure platform. 

Customers may take advantage of the Azure Reference Architectures, which include recommended 

practices along with considerations for scalability, availability, manageability, and security. 

Recommended deliverable(s): 

 Requirements specification: The requirements specification defines how a system should 

function to satisfy business needs and comply with applicable regulations.  

 System architecture / network diagram: The system architecture / network diagram provides 

an overview of the system architecture, including all virtual infrastructure components of the 

customer’s Azure environment. It forms the baseline against which the system design and 

configuration parameters will be established. 

 Technical design specification: The technical design specification explains how the virtual 

infrastructure components are built and/or configured according to the requirements. 

Customers may need to include the specifications for the following infrastructure 

components (as required):  

o Azure Active Directory and Multi-Factor Authentication 

o Virtual networks and addressing 

o Virtual and local gateways 

o Storage accounts 

o Virtual machines 

o Load balancer and endpoints 

o Backup and recovery services 

o VPN gateway configuration 

 

 
Additional Resources: 

  DevOps Checklist 

 Resiliency Checklist 

 Scalability Checklist 

 Solution architecture: Dev-Test deployment for testing IaaS solutions 

 Design principles for Azure applications 

 EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) Compliance with Azure FAQ 

3.3.1.3 Risk assessment and qualification test planning  

A risk-based approach is widely adopted within the life sciences industry and is advocated by regulatory 

agencies and industry standards for GxP computerized system compliance. The ISPE GAMP 5 framework 

provides guidance on how to conduct risk assessments to identify potential hazards and prioritize risk 

mitigation activities. 

To help build resiliency into a system, customers may perform a failure mode analysis (FMEA) to identify 

possible failure points in the system. A standard FMEA process consists of the following activities:  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-subscription-service-limits#cloud-services-limits
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reference-architectures/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/checklist/dev-ops
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/checklist/resiliency
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/checklist/scalability
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/architecture/dev-test-iaas/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/guide/design-principles/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trustcenter/privacy/gdpr/resources#faq
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1. Identify all critical components in the system. Include external dependencies, such as identity 

providers, third-party services, and so on.  

2. For each component, identify potential failures that could occur. A single component may have 

more than one failure mode.  

3. Rate each failure mode according to its overall risk. Consider these factors:  

 What is the likelihood of the failure? 

 How detectable is the failure? 

 What is the impact on the application regarding availability, data loss, and business 

disruption? 

4. For each failure mode, determine how the application will respond and recover. 

According to the GAMP Good Practice Guide for IT Infrastructure Control and Compliance (Second 

edition) (Ref. [8]), the following controls may be appropriate to mitigate any identified risks: 

 Testing 

 Redesign, including incorporation of high availability options 

 Deployment of various automatic performance, diagnostic, alarm, and security monitoring tools, 

which greatly reduces the likelihood of undetected harm 

 Updated or new policies, guidelines, and instructions 

 Extra education or training 

 Supplier assessments and management 

 Contractual agreements (for example, SLAs) 

 Identification of new or updated roles and responsibilities 

 Provision of extra staff, facilities, tools, and office space 

 Provision of an alternate XaaS supplier 

 Data replication, storage redundancy, and mirroring 

 Design reviews 

 Procedures 

 Clustering at the operating system or application level 

The outcome of the risk assessment should help customers focus the scope of qualification testing. 

Recommended Deliverable(s): 

 Risk assessment: The risk assessment identifies potential hazards and risks associated with 

hosting GxP applications in the cloud. The risk assessment also describes mitigation strategies 

designed to reduce the overall risk level.  

 

 
Additional Resources: 

  Azure - Cloud Security Diagnostic Tool 2016 (available in the Service Trust Platform (STP) under Trust Documents à 
Compliance Guides) 

 Microsoft Cloud Security for Enterprise Architects 

https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/ViewPage/TrustDocumentsV3
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/48121
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3.3.1.4 Deployment and qualification testing 

With traditional on-premises installations, the infrastructure procurement and installation process can 

be laborious and time-consuming, often causing significant project delays if not planned well in advance. 

These processes are more straightforward to manage when dealing with cloud-based technology, where 

components and services can be deployed and provisioned in a matter of minutes as opposed to weeks 

or months.  

Customers can provision the IaaS resources they need, such as virtual machines (VM), storage accounts, 

and virtual network components, on demand. A series of predefined virtual machines are available in 

the Azure marketplace, which can be rapidly deployed and configured to meet specific requirements. 

Alternatively, customers can create their own VM Images to deploy VMs with preloaded applications 

and configurations in a consistent and repeatable manner. Together with the building-block approach to 

qualification as defined by GAMP, life sciences customers can create reusable building blocks for 

deploying infrastructure components with increased consistency and efficiency versus traditional one-

off qualification methodologies. 

A key benefit of using  Azure Resource Manager is the ability to codify virtual infrastructure 

components, including networks, virtual machines, load balancers, and connection topology, using what 

is commonly referred to as Infrastructure as Code (IaC). IaC is a process of managing and provisioning 

computing infrastructure in a descriptive model by setting the configuration using definition files instead 

of traditional interactive configuration tools. The advantages of using IaC include the ability to:  

 Consistently achieve standardized 

provisioning or deployment 

 Rapidly accelerate provisioning or 

deployment  

 Build reusable code for repeatable or similar 

provisioning or deployment 

 Build extensible code for incorporating 

additional items 

After adequately verifying the controlled IaC configurations files, these system infrastructure templates 

can be rapidly deployed creating as many prequalified instances as needed. With proper IaC 

management, customers can improve uniformity between their development, test, and production 

environments whose configurations tend to drift over time in traditional deployment models. A good 

practice for customers developing their own GxP application(s) is to store the infrastructure as code 

with the source code of the application to ensure the application is version controlled along with the 

infrastructure upon which it depends. Using this technique, development teams can also test 

applications in production-like environments early in the development cycle. 

To facilitate the deployment and maintenance of certain Azure Resource Manager templates, customers 

may use Azure Building Blocks. With Azure Building Blocks, developers only need to specify parameter 

settings for the resources they wish to deploy. These parameter settings are then merged with best 

practice defaults when deployed. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/tutorial-custom-images
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-ca/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-overview
https://www.visualstudio.com/learn/what-is-infrastructure-as-code/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azurebuildingblocks/
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Azure Resource Manager provides visibility into the status of the deployment operations, either directly 

within the Azure Management Portal or via automated scripts using PowerShell, Azure CLI, or REST. 

Infrastructure build processes may be fully automated and designed to automatically flag and log errors 

or problems that may have occurred. This capability can significantly reduce the time required to 

implement and qualify infrastructure components while increasing overall quality by ensuring resources 

are deployed in a consistent state. 

After infrastructure resources are deployed and configured, customers can proceed with the 

deployment and configuration verification, or installation qualification (IQ), to ensure key configuration 

settings match the documented specification. Scripts can also be used to collect information about 

deployed resources in Azure using data from the Azure management APIs, and convert the information 

into a report-friendly format such as a CSV file or another format suitable for reporting.  

Based on the output of the risk assessment, customers may also perform functional tests, or operational 

qualification (OQ), against predefined acceptance criteria to verify that critical infrastructure 

components function as expected.  

Recommended deliverable(s): 

 Configuration verification/installation qualification (IQ): The goal of configuration 

verification is to produce documented evidence that the customer’s Azure platform 

components are installed and configured according to specifications.  

 Functional verification/operational qualification (OQ): The goal of the functional verification 

is to produce objective and documented evidence that the configured platform components 

function according to specifications. 

 Traceability matrix: The traceability matrix establishes the relationship between the 

requirements and any relevant controls that have been implemented by the customer and 

Microsoft, including qualification testing, procedural controls, audits/assessments, and 

contractual agreements that serve to ensure the requirements are satisfied. The traceability 

matrix can be developed as a standalone document or embedded into other deliverables, 

such as risk assessments, test scripts, and system specifications.     

 

 
Additional Resources: 

  Azure Resource Manager Overview 

 Best practices for creating Azure Resource Manager templates 

 Using Azure Management APIs to get data about your deployed resources 

3.3.1.5 Reporting and handover 

Upon completion of the verification activities, the test results should be summarized, and the overall 

acceptance criteria confirmed within a summary report. Infrastructure owners and administrators 

should follow established governance policies and procedures as defined in Section 3.2.3 to maintain 

the qualified state of their cloud environment.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-manager-deployment-operations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/templates/deploy-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/templates/deploy-cli
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/templates/deploy-rest
https://azure.microsoft.com/mediahandler/files/resourcefiles/cfea97c3-91eb-4e2a-8589-ea73d2d74648/Using%20Azure%20Management%20APIs.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/48121
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-manager-template-best-practices
https://azure.microsoft.com/mediahandler/files/resourcefiles/cfea97c3-91eb-4e2a-8589-ea73d2d74648/Using%20Azure%20Management%20APIs.pdf
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Successful completion of the infrastructure qualification activities is typically the stage gate to begin GxP 

application validation activities, which should be based on the regulated user’s validation processes.   

Recommended deliverable(s): 

 Qualification summary report: The qualification summary report summarizes the entire 

qualification effort and confirms that all deliverables required by the approved qualification 

plan have are complete. The qualification summary report would include a summary of 

testing results obtained during IQ and OQ test execution. 

 

3.3.2 Validation considerations for PaaS-based GxP applications 
Customers should perform a risk assessment to determine the extent to which their GxP applications 

built using PaaS services need to be validated. Custom-developed GxP applications are typically 

classified as Category 5 (Custom Applications) under ISPE GAMP 5 and may require additional testing 

based on the complexity and risk of the application. 

Development of PaaS-based GxP applications should follow a robust security model and quality practices 

throughout the various lifecycle phases, including planning, development, deployment, and monitoring. 

Application developers may choose to follow an Agile development methodology, which when coupled 

with the DevOps practice helps to ensure operations and development personnel participate together 

throughout the entire service lifecycle, from design through the development process to production 

support. 

The FDA recognized the use of Agile development methodology in the context of medical device 

development when it added the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI)’s 

TIR45:2012, “Guidance on the use of Agile practices in the development of medical device software” to 

its list of recognized standards. AAMI’s guidance provides recommendations for compliance with FDA 

regulations, guidance documents, as well as international standards when using Agile practices to 

develop medical device software. The guidance also provides a thorough analysis of how to satisfy the 

expectations surrounding documentation throughout the product lifecycle stages.  

https://www.visualstudio.com/agile/
https://www.visualstudio.com/learn/what-is-devops/
https://my.aami.org/aamiresources/previewfiles/TIR45_1208_PREVIEW.PDF
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfstandards/detail.cfm?id=30575
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One of the key characteristics of the Agile and 

DevOps methodologies is test-driven development 

in which automated tests are written before the 

functionality that is to be tested. These automated 

tests drive the design of software and help to 

ensure the application satisfies the requirements. 

The result of using this practice is a comprehensive 

set of test scripts that can be run at any time to 

provide feedback that the application is still 

functioning as intended. The scripts used during 

the automated DevOps processes can also serve as 

a form of documentation. The information they 

contain about system, server, and software 

configuration can serve as a detailed design for the 

controlled environment. When combined with the 

deployment status logs, which form time-stamped 

records of individual deployments, these artifacts 

can be used as part of the GxP application 

qualification test reports to show historical 

deployment statistics. 

Azure DevOps Services is a powerful tool which can 

be especially useful to help customers manage 

their PaaS application lifecycle from planning, development, testing, delivery, through to operation and 

change management.  Azure DevOps provides the ability to capture various work items, including user 

stories and requirements, which can be linked to features and design specifications, as well as 

corresponding source code and/or configuration parameters. Individual work items have an audit log 

which can be used to view the history of changes made to the item.  Each work item can be associated 

to a test plan with corresponding test scripts that can be executed either manually or through 

automated processes to verify the acceptance criteria are met.  Work items can also be configured to 

include risk assessment and change impact evaluations.  Built-in reporting and querying capabilities 

provide the ability to build traceability reports to demonstrate coverage from requirements, to testing 

and corresponding change requests.  

Azure DevTest Labs is a service that developers can use to simplify testing through rapid provisioning 

and deprovisioning of test resources. Test environments can be created using templates and reusable 

artifacts to closely match the production environment. 

3.3.3 Maintaining the validated state 
Continuous monitoring and diagnostics is another crucial part of maintaining quality-of-service targets 

for PaaS-based applications. Built-in diagnostic logs provide the ability to monitor key performance 

metrics and helps with application troubleshooting by using Azure Cloud Services and Azure App Service. 

Customers can use Azure Monitor to gain insights into how well a system is functioning.  

Common scenarios for collecting monitoring data include: 

Microsoft offers a wide range of tools and services 

to support DevOps work for continuous integration 

(CI) and delivery (CD). The following infrastructure 

automation tools are supported within Azure: 

 VM configuration automation 

− Tools include Ansible, Chef, and Puppet 

− Tools specific to VM customization 

include cloud-init for Linux 

VMs, PowerShell Desired State 

Configuration (DSC), and the Azure Custom 

Script Extension for all Azure VMs 

 Infrastructure management automation 

− Tools include Packer to automate custom 

VM image builds, and Terraform to 

automate the infrastructure build process 

− Azure Automation can perform actions 

across the customers Azure and on-

premises infrastructure 

 Application deployment and delivery 

automation 

− Examples include Azure DevOps 

Services and Jenkins 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa730844(v=vs.80).aspx
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/devops/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-ca/azure/devtest-lab/devtest-lab-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-ca/azure/architecture/best-practices/monitoring
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-services/cloud-services-how-to-monitor
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/web-sites-enable-diagnostic-log
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/monitoring-overview-azure-monitor
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/devops/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#ansible
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#chef
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#puppet
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#cloud-init
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#powershell-dsc
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#powershell-dsc
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#azure-custom-script-extension
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#azure-custom-script-extension
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#packer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#terraform
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#azure-automation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#azure-devops-services
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#azure-devops-services
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-automation#jenkins
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 Ensuring that the system remains healthy and in a state of control 

 Tracking the availability of the system and its component elements 

 Maintaining performance to ensure that the throughput of the system does not degrade 

unexpectedly as the volume of work increases 

 Confirming that the system meets any service level agreements (SLAs) established with 

customers 

 Protecting the privacy and security of the system, users, and their data 

 Tracking the operations that are performed for auditing or regulatory purposes 

 Monitoring the day-to-day usage of the system and spotting trends that might lead to problems 

if they are not addressed 

 Tracking issues that occur, from initial report through to analysis of possible causes, 

rectification, consequent software updates, and deployment 

 Tracing operations and debugging software releases 

Azure Status provides the current Azure health status of Azure products and services across each 

geographic region of Microsoft’s global cloud infrastructure.  In an effort to maximize transparency, 

Microsoft also maintains the Azure status history page where customers can view a summary of past 

incidents and root cause analysis (RCA), which includes the following details about each incident: 

 Summary of Impact 

 Root Cause 

 Mitigation 

 Next Steps 

The Azure Updates service provides visibility into new features being developed for the Azure platform. 

Customers can subscribe their RSS feed to receive automatic notifications to always be informed of 

pending updates. Product updates are announced on the Azure Updates and are rolled out frequently to 

ensure the state-of-the-art security of Azure and provide the user with an improved product. 

Administrators of GxP-regulated application can use the Azure Updates to assess feature updates and 

determine their potential impact.   

For larger, more complex applications that require a rapid release velocity and need to be highly 

scalable, the Azure Service Fabric and Azure Container Service offer clear advantages when compared to 

traditional on-premises application deployment. Azure PaaS services such as Azure Cloud Services and 

Azure App Service (Web Apps) provide application developers a framework they can build upon to 

develop their GxP applications while simplifying development, testing, and deployment.  

Applications built using the PaaS model inherit cloud characteristics, such as scalability and high 

availability, by taking advantage of built-in automated server maintenance and auto-scaling of compute 

resources. In the PaaS model, customers are no longer responsible for maintenance of infrastructure 

components, including operating system patching, because Microsoft Azure automatically performs 

updates to the underlying platform components and services.  

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/status/
https://status.azure.com/en-us/status/history/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/roadmap/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-fabric/service-fabric-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-service/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-services/cloud-services-choose-me
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/overview/what-is-paas/
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Azure teams have established robust procedures to evaluate, test, and implement patches to Azure 

service components. Risks associated with the fact that customers do not control the update process 

can be mitigated by following Azure resiliency design and architecture recommendations. Customers 

can also use the Paired Region feature, which ensures system updates are rolled out to paired regions 

sequentially to minimize downtime, the effect of bugs, and logical failures in the rare event of a faulty 

update. 

 
Additional Resources: 

  Securing PaaS deployments 

 Overview of Azure Monitor 

 Collect and consume log data from your Azure resources 

 Solution architecture: Dev-Test deployment for testing PaaS solutions 

 Run a web application in multiple regions 

 

4 Conclusion 
By combining state-of-the-art technology and industry standards, Microsoft Azure delivers services and 

solutions that offer built-in capabilities for compliance with a wide range of regulations and privacy 

mandates.  Extensive controls that are implemented as part of internal Azure development, security, 

and quality practices help to ensure that the Azure platform meets its specifications and is maintained in 

a state of control and compliance. Azure maintains secure, consistent, and reliable performance through 

a series of tried and tested access, security, and privacy controls. These processes and controls are 

audited and verified on a continuous basis by qualified third-party accredited assessors.  

Of equal importance are the controls that must be implemented by our life science customers while 

defining their cloud qualification strategies and governance models to ensure that GxP computerized 

systems are maintained in a secured and qualified state.  

By working together and focusing on our respective areas of expertise, Microsoft and our life sciences 

customers can help usher in a new era in which cloud-based GxP systems are no longer seen as a 

compliance risk, but rather as a safer, more efficient model for driving innovation and maintaining 

regulatory compliance. 

5 Document Revision 
Date Description 

December 2017 Initial release 

June 2020 Updated to reflect current Microsoft quality practices and incorporate new Azure 

services and capabilities. 

 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/resiliency/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/best-practices-availability-paired-regions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/security-paas-deployments
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/monitoring-overview-azure-monitor
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/monitoring-overview-of-diagnostic-logs
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/architecture/dev-test-paas/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reference-architectures/app-service-web-app/multi-region
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http://www.cloud-council.org/deliverables/CSCC-Impact-of-Cloud-Computing-on-Healthcare.pdf
http://www.cloud-council.org/CSCC-Practical-Guide-to-PaaS.pdf
http://www.cloud-council.org/CSCC-Practical-Guide-to-PaaS.pdf
https://my.aami.org/aamiresources/previewfiles/TIR45_1208_PREVIEW.PDF
https://my.aami.org/aamiresources/previewfiles/TIR45_1208_PREVIEW.PDF
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?CFRPart=11&showFR=1
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?CFRPart=11&showFR=1
https://www.fda.gov/RegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ucm125067.htm
https://www.fda.gov/RegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ucm125067.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/health/files/eudralex/vol-4/annex11_01-2011_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/health/files/eudralex/vol-4/annex11_01-2011_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/health/files/eudralex/vol-4/annex11_01-2011_en.pdf
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJlbWFpbCI6Im16d2V0a293QG1vbnRyaXVtLmNvbSIsImJ1bGxldGluX2xpbmtfaWQiOiIxMDAiLCJzdWJzY3JpYmVyX2lkIjoiMTM2NTQ0ODYiLCJsaW5rX2lkIjoiMjAyMDg4OTQ5IiwidXJpIjoiYnAyOmRpZ2VzdCIsInVybCI6Imh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZkYS5nb3YvZG93bmxvYWRzL0RydWdzL0d1aWRhbmNlQ29tcGxpYW5jZVJlZ3VsYXRvcnlJbmZvcm1hdGlvbi9HdWlkYW5jZXMvVUNNNTYzNzg1LnBkZj9zb3VyY2U9Z292ZGVsaXZlcnkmdXRtX21lZGl1bT1lbWFpbCZ1dG1fc291cmNlPWdvdmRlbGl2ZXJ5IiwiYnVsbGV0aW5faWQiOiIyMDE3MDYyMC43NDg1MTQ3MSJ9.QcVX87I-IT0a8wkiNMh0IcA0gjBQN9x8ug4IjXekbs0
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJlbWFpbCI6Im16d2V0a293QG1vbnRyaXVtLmNvbSIsImJ1bGxldGluX2xpbmtfaWQiOiIxMDAiLCJzdWJzY3JpYmVyX2lkIjoiMTM2NTQ0ODYiLCJsaW5rX2lkIjoiMjAyMDg4OTQ5IiwidXJpIjoiYnAyOmRpZ2VzdCIsInVybCI6Imh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZkYS5nb3YvZG93bmxvYWRzL0RydWdzL0d1aWRhbmNlQ29tcGxpYW5jZVJlZ3VsYXRvcnlJbmZvcm1hdGlvbi9HdWlkYW5jZXMvVUNNNTYzNzg1LnBkZj9zb3VyY2U9Z292ZGVsaXZlcnkmdXRtX21lZGl1bT1lbWFpbCZ1dG1fc291cmNlPWdvdmRlbGl2ZXJ5IiwiYnVsbGV0aW5faWQiOiIyMDE3MDYyMC43NDg1MTQ3MSJ9.QcVX87I-IT0a8wkiNMh0IcA0gjBQN9x8ug4IjXekbs0
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Azure-Standard-Response-to-5de19cb6
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Azure-Standard-Response-to-5de19cb6
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/offering-csa-star-self-assessment?view=o365-worldwide
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Ref. [23] Microsoft Cloud Security for Enterprise Architects 

Ref. [24] A Practical Guide to Designing Secure Health Solutions Using Microsoft Azure 

Ref. [25] Microsoft EU-U.S. Privacy Shield 

Ref. [26] EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

Ref. [27] Microsoft Supplier Data Protection Requirements 

Ref. [28] Training and Certification for Azure 

Ref. [29] Microsoft Azure Security Incident Management 

Ref. [30] Shared Responsibilities for Cloud Computing 

Ref. [31] Overview of Microsoft Azure Compliance 

6.3.2 Technical 

Ref. [32] DevOps Checklist 

Ref. [33] Resiliency Checklist 

Ref. [34] Scalability Checklist 

Ref. [35] Azure Resource Manager Overview 

Ref. [36] Best practices for creating Azure Resource Manager templates 

Ref. [37] Azure Automation 

Ref. [38] Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle 

Ref. [39] Microsoft SDL Tools 

Ref. [40] Microsoft Information Security Management System 

Ref. [41] Microsoft Compliance Framework for Online Services 

Ref. [42] Protecting Data in Microsoft Azure 

Ref. [43] Securing the Microsoft Cloud 

Ref. [44] Security management in Azure 

Ref. [45] Securing PaaS deployments 

Ref. [46] Disaster recovery for Azure applications 

Ref. [47] Designing resilient applications for Azure 

Ref. [48] Failure mode analysis  

Ref. [49] Azure Active Directory report retention policies 

Ref. [50] Understanding Azure: A GUIDE FOR DEVELOPERS 

Ref. [51] Data in a PaaS World a Guide for New Applications  

Ref. [52] Azure Active Directory report retention policies 

Ref. [53] Overview of the features in Azure Backup 

Ref. [54] Microsoft Azure DevOps – What is Infrastructure as Code 

Ref. [55] Microsoft Enterprise Cloud Red Teaming 

Ref. [56] Automated Analysis and Debugging of Network Connectivity Policies 

Ref. [57] Azure subscription and service limits, quotas, and constraints 

Ref. [58] https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/ 

Ref. [59] https://github.com/Azure/azure-rest-api-specs 

Ref. [60] Test Drive Azure REST APIs 

Ref. [61] Pillars of software quality 

Ref. [62] Design principles for Azure applications 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/48121
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Azure-A-Practical-Guide-to-5ebdc8bd
https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000KzNaAAK&status=Active
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/reform/index_en.htm
http://download.microsoft.com/download/A/B/D/ABDDEEC2-EA77-4187-883A-9AE343EB4201/Supplier-Data-Protection-Requirements_en-US.pdf
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/training/
http://aka.ms/SecurityResponsepaper
http://aka.ms/sharedresponsibility
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Overview-of-Azure-c1be3942
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/checklist/dev-ops
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/checklist/resiliency
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/checklist/scalability
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-manager-template-best-practices
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/automation/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/sdl/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/SDL/adopt/tools.aspx
http://download.microsoft.com/download/A/0/3/A03FD8F0-6106-4E64-BB26-13C87203A763/Information_Security_Management_System_for_Microsofts_Cloud_Infrastructure.pdf
http://download.microsoft.com/download/0/4/9/049F6894-3B22-4EC6-8DBD-E4FA27019820/Microsoft_Compliance_Framework_for_Online_Services.pdf
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjhlL2i0K_VAhUFOz4KHe2YCFcQFggoMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdownload.microsoft.com%2Fdownload%2F0%2Fd%2Fd%2F0dd8fb12-6343-4a50-80b2-545f2951d7ae%2Fmicrosoftazuredataprotection_aug2014.pdf&usg=AFQjCNGwIszPF2b6sWMOJaGAR3PAOXrCTQ
https://download.microsoft.com/download/D/5/E/D5E0E59E-B8BC-4D08-B222-8BE36B233508/Securing_Microsoft_Cloud_Strategy_Brief_.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-security-management
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/security-paas-deployments
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/resiliency/disaster-recovery-azure-applications
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/resiliency/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/resiliency/failure-mode-analysis
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-reporting-retention
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/campaigns/developer-guide/
http://davidchappell.com/writing/white_papers/Data_in_a_PaaS_World_1.0.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-reporting-retention
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-introduction-to-azure-backup
https://www.visualstudio.com/learn/what-is-infrastructure-as-code/
https://download.microsoft.com/download/C/1/9/C1990DBA-502F-4C2A-848D-392B93D9B9C3/Microsoft_Enterprise_Cloud_Red_Teaming.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/secguru.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-subscription-service-limits#cloud-services-limits
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/
https://github.com/Azure/azure-rest-api-specs
https://azure.github.io/projects/apis/#/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/guide/pillars
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/guide/design-principles/
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6.4 Other references 

Ref. [63] Strategies for Life Sciences Companies Using Microsoft Azure with GxP Systems 

7 Appendices 
Appendix A:  Glossary 

Appendix B:  Coverage of SLA / Quality Agreement Requirements with Microsoft Azure Agreements 

Appendix C:  US FDA 21 CFR Part 11 Electronic Records; Electronic Signatures  

Appendix D:  EudraLex Volume 4 Annex 11 Computerised Systems  
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Appendix A. Glossary, Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 

Term Definition 

AICPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

CFR Code of Federal Regulations 

CV Curriculum vitae 

FDA United States Food and Drug Administration 

GAMP Good Automated Manufacturing Practice 

GCP Good Clinical Practice 

GDP Good Distribution Practice 

GLP Good Laboratory Practice 

GMP Good Manufacturing Practice 

IaaS Infrastructure as a service 

ICFR Internal control over financial reporting 

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission 

IQ Installation qualification 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

ISPE International Society of Pharmaceutical Engineers 

IT Information technology 

NDA Non-disclosure agreement 

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 

OS Operating system 

OQ Operational qualification 

PaaS Platform as a service 

PIC/S Pharmaceutical Inspection Convention and Pharmaceutical Inspection Co- 
Operation Scheme 

SAS Statement on Auditing Standards 

SDL Security Development Lifecycle 

SDLC Software Development Lifecycle 

SLA Service level agreement 

SOC Service organization controls 

SOP Standard operating procedure 

SSAE Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements 

SSL Secure Sockets Layer 

STB Microsoft Server and Tools Business 

TSP Trust services principles 

VM Virtual machine 

VPN Virtual private network 
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Appendix B. Coverage of SLA / Quality Agreement Requirements with Microsoft Azure Agreements 

The following table lists the recommended SLA/quality agreement content, per the GAMP Guidance: IT 

Infrastructure Control and Compliance (Second Edition) (Ref. [8]), along with a description of how the 

recommended content is addressed by the contractual agreements Microsoft has with its customers.  

Below is a summary of this analysis. Customers should refer to the most current version of the following 

Microsoft licensing terms for the exact legal commitments: 

 Volume Licensing Online Services Terms (OST)  

 Volume Licensing Service Level Agreement for Microsoft Online Services (SLA) 

 Volume Licensing Product Terms 

 Volume Licensing Online Services Data Protection Addendum (DPA)  

Typical SLA/Quality 
Agreement Content 

Coverage 

Contacts on either side For each Azure subscription, customers must assign a subscription 
owner who is considered the customer’s primary contact. Contact 
information for subscription owners is maintained directly within the 
Azure Management Portal.  

Depending on the engagement scenario, additional customer 
contacts may be specified in the Enrollment Agreement or 
Supplemental Contact Information Form. 

Microsoft Account Managers typically act as the primary point of 
contact between Microsoft and its customers. 

The Online Services Data Protection Addendum (DPA) also contains 
a section on “How to Contact Microsoft,” which provides 
instructions for contacting Microsoft should the customer wish to 
file a complaint. 

Duration of validity and 
circumstances triggering 
reviews 

Microsoft will not modify the terms of customer Online Services 
SLAs during the initial term of their subscription; however, if the 
subscription is renewed, the version of the SLA that is current at the 
time of renewal will apply throughout the renewal term. Microsoft 
will provide at least 90 days’ notice for adverse material changes to 
the SLA. 

As stated in the SOC 2 audit report (see Trust Criteria A1.1), 
Microsoft Azure management performs monthly reviews to evaluate 
compliance with customer SLA requirements. 

Prerequisites and customer 
deliverables or involvement 

Because of the generic nature of the Azure service offering, there 
are no specific prerequisites, customer deliverables, or involvement 
required in the delivery of the services to the customer. 

Scope and nature of the 
required services 

A detailed description of the Azure service offering is available in 
Microsoft Azure Services section of the Product Terms.  

https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/Licensing/product-licensing/products.aspx
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Typical SLA/Quality 
Agreement Content 

Coverage 

Metrics in the form of KPIs Online Services SLAs contain service specific terms with relevant 
service performance metrics in the form of monthly uptime 
percentages.  

Microsoft monitors SLA performance and notifies customers if there 
is a lapse. 

Microsoft publishes information concerning the current health and 
status of Azure services on the Azure status page.  

Microsoft also publishes a history of Azure status reports on the 
Azure Status History site. These status reports provide summaries of 
any incidents which have occurred, including root cause analysis and 
remediation actions which have been taken. 

Records demonstrating 
fulfillment of specified service 
levels 

Microsoft maintains several logs and records related to security and 
data protection commitments: 

 Event Logging: Microsoft logs, or enables customer to log, access 
and use of information systems containing customer data, 
registering the access ID, time, authorization granted or denied, 
and relevant activity. 

 Physical Access to Components: Microsoft maintains records of 
the incoming and outgoing media containing customer data, 
including the kind of media, the authorized sender/recipients, 
date and time, the number of media and the types of customer 
data they contain. 

 Access Policy: Microsoft maintains a record of security privileges 
of individuals having access to customer data. 

 Access Authorization: Microsoft maintains and updates a record 
of personnel authorized to access Microsoft systems that 
contain customer data. 

 Incident Response: Microsoft maintains a record of security 
breaches with a description of the breach, the time period, the 
consequences of the breach, the name of the reporter, to whom 
the breach was reported, and the procedure for recovering data. 

 Data Recovery: Microsoft logs data restoration efforts, including 
the person responsible, the description of the restored data, and 
where applicable, the person responsible, and which data (if 
any) had to be input manually in the data recovery process. 

Logs for primary operations related to a customer’s Azure 
subscription resources are available through the Operation Logs 
feature in the Azure Management Portal.  

See the OST for more details, including which Azure Services are in 
scope. 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-ca/status/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/status/history/
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Typical SLA/Quality 
Agreement Content 

Coverage 

As described in Section 2.5.4, a records management procedure 
exists that defines records retention for support metrics and 
trending, which are periodically reviewed as part of the internal 
Microsoft auditing process as well by external third-party auditors 
during the SOC audit and ISO certification processes. 

Per the Online Services Data Protection Addendum (DPA), to the 
extent needed to perform the audit, Microsoft will make the 
processing systems, facilities and supporting documentation 
relevant to the processing of Customer Data and Personal Data by 
Microsoft, its Affiliates, and its Subprocessors available. 

Pricing arrangements, 
including penalties in case of 
shortcomings 

Pricing arrangements for enterprise customers are stipulated in the 
Enterprise Agreement.  

Online Services SLAs contain service specific terms outlining service 
credits that customers will receive should the services fail to meet 
the stated uptime performance metrics.  

Reports, scope, frequency, 
distribution 

Microsoft provides customers access to 3rd party audit reports, via 
the Service Trust Portal.  As per the Online Services Data Protection 
Addendum (DPA), these audits will be initiated at least annually, and 
each audit will result in the generation of an audit report. 

Audit provisions, including 
preparedness to facilitate 
inspections from regulatory 
authorities or other regulators 

Per the Online Services Data Protection Addendum (DPA), Microsoft 
will conduct audits of the security of the computers, computing 
environment, and physical datacenters, as follows: 

 Where a standard or framework provides for audits, an audit of 
such control standard or framework will be initiated at least 
annually for each Online Service. 

 Each audit will be performed according to the standards and 
rules of the regulatory or accreditation body for each applicable 
control standard or framework. 

 Each audit will be performed by qualified, independent, third-
party security auditors at Microsoft’s selection and expense.  

Each audit will result in the generation of an audit report that will 
clearly disclose any material findings by the auditor. Microsoft will 
promptly remediate issues raised in any Microsoft audit report to 
the satisfaction of the auditor. 

Microsoft provides customers access to 3rd party audit reports, 

subject to non-disclosure and distribution limitations.  

Within its Security Policy, Microsoft defines technical and 

organizational measures to protect customer data. Microsoft will 

make that policy available to customers. 
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Typical SLA/Quality 
Agreement Content 

Coverage 

Microsoft provides customers access to each Microsoft audit report 
so that customers can verify Microsoft compliance with the security 
obligations under the Data Processing Terms.  

Microsoft implements and maintains customer data security 
measures that comply with the Microsoft Security Policy and with 
the following control standards and frameworks: 

 ISO 27001 

 Code of Practice ISO 27002 

 Code of Practice ISO 27018 

 SSAE 18 SOC 1 Type II 

 AT 101 SOC 2 Type II 

Microsoft may add additional standards but will not eliminate the 
above-listed standards or frameworks unless no longer used in the 
industry and it is replaced with an applicable successor.  

Customers may contact their Microsoft Account Managers for 
support requests should additional information be requested by a 
regulatory authority. 

Defined parameters for roles 
and responsibilities (for 
example, maintenance of 
quality system requirements 
and controls) as per quality 
agreements requirements for 
EU GMP Annex 11 [1] 

Microsoft responsibilities, controls, and practices concerning the 
following quality related activities are described as Security 
Measures within the Online Services Data Protection Addendum 
(DPA): 

 Organization of information security 

 Asset management 

 Human resources security 

 Physical and environmental security 

 Communications and operations management 

 Access control 

 Information security incident management 

 Business continuity management 

Microsoft maintains security documents describing its security 
measures and the relevant procedures and responsibilities of its 
personnel who have access to customer data. 

Processes to be supported and 
managed between the two 
parties, and the service levels 
including escalation, (for 
example, parameters for 
backup frequency, retention 
periods, and retrieval times) 

The Online Services Data Protection Addendum (DPA) includes a 

description of the Data Protection Terms, including the terms for 

Data Retention and Deletion which states that Microsoft will retain 

customer data stored in the Online Service in a limited function 

account for 90 days after expiration or termination of a customer’s 

subscription so that the customer may extract the data. 
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Typical SLA/Quality 
Agreement Content 

Coverage 

The customer’s selected support plan specified as part of the 
Enterprise Agreement will indicate the range of support coverage, 
incident response time commitments, and the type of escalation and 
account management services to be provided.  
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Appendix C. US FDA 21 CFR Part 11 Electronic Records; Electronic Signatures - Shared 
Responsibilities 

The objective of this analysis is to identify the procedural and technical controls that are required to 

satisfy the regulatory requirements of U.S. FDA 21 CFR Part 11, both internally within Microsoft and 

externally for Microsoft life sciences customers. 

Microsoft responsibilities are mapped to Trust Criteria and Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM) Criteria 

evaluated as part of the most recent SOC2 report for Microsoft Azure. The Trust and CCM Criteria 

pertain to trust service principles and criteria that are met by control activities provided by Microsoft 

Azure and Microsoft datacenters.  

U.S. FDA 21 CFR Part 11 Customer / Microsoft responsibilities 

Subpart B — Electronic Records   

Sec. 11.10 Controls for closed systems.  

11.10 

Persons who use closed systems to create, modify, maintain, or 

transmit electronic records shall employ procedures and 

controls designed to ensure the authenticity, integrity, and, 

when appropriate, the confidentiality of electronic records, 

and to ensure that the signer cannot readily repudiate the 

signed record as not genuine. Such procedures and controls 

shall include the following: 

 

11.10 (a)  

Validation of systems to ensure accuracy, reliability, consistent 

intended performance, and the ability to discern invalid or 

altered records. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Perform and document the validation activities to 
demonstrate that any GxP system managing electronic 
records is fit for its intended use and conforms to the 
specified requirements. 

− Establish appropriate system performance monitoring to 
ensure consistent availability and performance of GxP 
system(s). 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Procedures and controls are in place to ensure the Azure 
platform is developed and tested in accordance with 
industry best practices and standards (for example, ISO 
9001 and ISO/IEC 27001) to ensure quality, security, as 
well as consistent and reliable performance. (Refer to 
SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC5.2, CC8.1; CMM Criteria: AIS-
01, CCC-01, IVS-13, STA-03). 

− Controls have been implemented to ensure the integrity 
of virtual machine images and provide alerts to 
customers of potential changes and events that may 
affect security or availability of the services in a timely 
manner (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC2.2, CC7.1, 
CC8.1; CCM Criteria: CCC-02, CCC-03, CCC-05, GRM-01, 
TVM-02). 
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U.S. FDA 21 CFR Part 11 Customer / Microsoft responsibilities 

11.10 (b) 

The ability to generate accurate and complete copies of 

records in both human readable and electronic form suitable 

for inspection, review, and copying by the agency. Persons 

should contact the agency if there are any questions regarding 

the ability of the agency to perform such review and copying of 

the electronic records. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Follow Azure Network Best Security Practices to secure 
and protect data transferred from the GxP system(s) 
hosted in Azure.  

− Verify electronic records copied from the GxP system(s) 
are accurate and complete, ensuring that data integrity 
is maintained. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Controls are implemented to ensure system output is 
complete, accurate, distributed, and retained to meet 
the processing integrity commitments and system 
requirements. (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: A1.1, A1.2, 
PI1.1, PI1.3, PI1.5; CCM Criteria: AIS-03, IPY-03). 

− SLA terms for data/service availability and maintenance 
are defined and monitored to ensure conformity (Refer 
to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: A1.1; CCM Criteria: CCC-05, DSI-
02, STA-05, STA-07). 

11.10 (c)  

Protection of records to enable their accurate and ready 

retrieval throughout the records retention period. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Follow Azure Data Security and Encryption Best Practices 
to secure and protect data stored within the GxP 
system(s) hosted in Azure.  

− Implement appropriate security controls governing 
access to Azure services and GxP system(s) including 
permissions to regulated data. 

− Ensure backup processes are tested so that data 
integrity is maintained. 

− Define record retention policies for regulated data. 

− Ensure disaster recovery and business continuity 
processes are in place and tested. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Security controls to protect Azure cloud services and 
infrastructure are in place (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: 
CC6.1, CC6.5, CC6.6, CC7.3, CC7.4, CC7.5, PI1.4; CCM 
Criteria: DCS-02). 

− Controls are implemented to ensure data is stored and 
maintained completely, accurately, and in a timely 
manner for its specified lifespan. (Refer to SOC 2 Trust 
Criteria: A1.1, A1.2, PI1.1, PI1.3, PI1.5; CCM Criteria: 
AIS-03, IPY-03). 

− SLA terms for data/service availability and maintenance 
are defined and monitored to ensure conformity (Refer 
to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: A1.1; CCM Criteria: CCC-05, DSI-
02, STA-05, STA-07). 

− Controls are in place to oversee the service of data 
backup or mirroring (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: 
CC6.1, CC6.5, CC6.6, CC6.7, CC7.2, A1.2, A1.3, C1.1, 
C1.2, PI1.3, PI1.5; CCM Criteria: BCR-06, BCR-11, DSI-07, 
DCS-04, DCS-05, EKM-03). 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-security-network-security-best-practices
file:///C:/Users/Mike/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/Azure%20Data%20Security%20and%20Encryption%20Best%20Practices
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U.S. FDA 21 CFR Part 11 Customer / Microsoft responsibilities 

11.10 (d)  

Limiting system access to authorized individuals. 
Customer responsibilities 

− Establish appropriate logical security processes 
governing the administration of system 
users/administrators to ensure segregation of duties and 
assignment of permissions according to the principle of 
least privilege. 

− Verify control mechanisms for limiting access are 
properly configured. 

− Implement periodic review of assigned access rights. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Physical and logical security policies are in place to limit 
access to authorized individuals based on the individual’s 
job duties. (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC6.1, CC6.5, 
CC6.6, CC7.3, CC7.4, CC7.5, PI1.4; CCM Criteria: DCS-02). 

11.10 (e)  

Use of secure, computer-generated time-stamped audit trails 

to independently record the date and time of operator entries 

and actions that create, modify, or delete electronic records. 

Record changes shall not obscure previously recorded 

information. Such audit trail documentation shall be retained 

for a period at least as long as that required for the subject 

electronic records and shall be available for agency review and 

copying.  

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system generates secure audit trails 
as required by predicate rules for regulated electronic 
records. 

− Implement appropriate security controls to restrict 
access to regulated audit trail data, for example, that 
audit trail functionality cannot be disabled. 

− Ensure that data backup processes are in place and have 
been tested for applicable audit trail data. 

− Establish record retention policies that include relevant 
audit trail data. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Azure has established an Audit Log Management policy. 
Access to the log is restricted to authorized individuals 
(Refer to SOC 2 CCM Criteria: IAM-01, IVS-01).  

− Security controls to protect cloud services and 
infrastructure are implemented (Refer to SOC 2 Trust 
Criteria: CC6.1, CC6.5, CC6.6, CC7.3, CC7.4, CC7.5, PI1.4; 
CCM Criteria: DCS-02).  

− Controls are in place to oversee service of data backup 
or mirroring (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC6.1, CC6.5, 
CC6.6, CC6.7, CC7.2, A1.2, A1.3, C1.1, C1.2, PI1.3, PI1.5; 
CCM Criteria: BCR-06, BCR-11, DSI-07, DCS-04, DCS-05, 
EKM-03). 

11.10 (f)  

Use of operational system checks to enforce permitted 

sequencing of steps and events as appropriate. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system enforces permitted 
sequencing of steps and events, as required, based on 
the business process requirements supported by the GxP 
system(s).  

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 
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11.10 (g)  

Use of authority checks to ensure that only authorized 

individuals can use the system, electronically sign a record, 

access the operation or computer system input or output 

device, alter a record, or perform the operation at hand.  

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure that appropriate logical security policies are 
established, and training has been documented. 

− Implement appropriate user access management 
practices to ensure that users are assigned permissions 
based on their job functions. 

− Implement periodic review of assigned access rights. 

− Verify that any GxP system only permits authorized 
actions to be taken with respect to regulated content. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

11.10 (h) 

Use of device (e.g., terminal) checks to determine, as 

appropriate, the validity of the source of data input or 

operational instruction. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system uses device checks to 
determine the data source validity, as required, based 
on the business process requirements supported by the 
GxP system(s).  

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

11.10 (i)  

Determination that persons who develop, maintain, or use 

electronic record/electronic signature systems have the 

education, training, and experience to perform their assigned 

tasks. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Implement appropriate user, developer, and/or 
administrator training processes. 

− Ensure personnel have adequate 
experience/qualification/training to perform their job 
duties. 

− Maintain records of personnel training and qualifications 
(that is, training records, job descriptions, CV). 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Training procedures have been established to evaluate 
the competency of personnel based on their job 
function. (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC1.1, CC1.4, 
CC1.5, CC2.2, CC2.3, CC5.3; CCM Criteria: BCR-10, GRM-
03, GRM-06, HRS-04, HRS-05, HRS-09). 

11.10 (j)  

The establishment of, and adherence to, written policies that 

hold individuals accountable and responsible for actions 

initiated under their electronic signatures, in order to deter 

record and signature falsification. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure that appropriate training policies are established, 
and that training and personnel qualification are 
documented (that is, training records, CV). 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 
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11.10 (k)  

Use of appropriate controls over systems documentation 

including: 

Customer responsibilities 

− Documents under the scope of these requirements are 
procedures, requirements, specifications, validation 
documents, and so on. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Documents under the scope of these requirements are 
system descriptions, procedures, and technical 
specifications. 

11.10 (k)(1)  

Adequate controls over the distribution of, access to, and use 

of documentation for system operation and maintenance. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Implement procedural controls to manage the 
distribution, access, and use of system documentation 
for GxP systems hosted within Azure. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Procedural controls are in place to appropriately manage 
the distribution, access, and use of system 
documentation produced for Azure operations and 
maintenance. (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC2.1, 
CC5.3, CC8.1, A1.1, A1.2, PI1.3, PI1.4; CCM Criteria: 
BCR-01, BCR-04). 

11.10 (k)(2)  

Revision and change control procedures to maintain an audit 

trail that documents time-sequenced development and 

modification of systems documentation. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure documentation and change management 
procedures are in place, as well as controls to maintain 
an audit trail that documents time-sequenced 
development and modification of systems 
documentation. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Documentation and change management controls (that 
is, procedures) are in place (Refer to SOC 2 Trust 
Criteria: CC7.1; CCM Criteria: CCC-02, CCC-03, CCC-05, 
TVM-02).  

Sec. 11.30 Controls for Open Systems  

11.30 

Persons who use open systems to create, modify, maintain, or 

transmit electronic records shall employ procedures and 

controls designed to ensure the authenticity, integrity, and as 

appropriate, the confidentiality of electronic records from the 

point of their creation to the point of their receipt. Such 

procedures and controls shall include those identified in 11.10, 

as appropriate and additional measures such as document 

encryption and use of appropriate digital signature standards 

to ensure, as necessary under the circumstances, record 

authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Configure encryption and access controls to ensure that 
the integrity of data is maintained. 

− Ensure that every GxP system hosted within Azure is 
assessed to determine if it is considered open or closed 
based on this definition. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− A series of procedural and technical controls are in place 
to ensure the protection and confidentiality of customer 
data (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC2.2, CC2.3, C1.1, 
C1.2; CCM Criteria: AIS-04, CCC-03, HRS-06, STA-09). 

− Internal communication where customer data is 
transmitted / involved is secured using SSL or equivalent 
mechanisms and travels within secured tunnel (Refer to 
SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC6.1, CC6.6, CC6.7, PI1.3; CCM 
Criteria: DSI-03, DCS-03, EKM-03, IVS-12, IPY-04). 
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Sec. 11.50 Signature manifestations  

11.50 (a) 
Signed electronic records shall contain information associated 
with the signing that clearly indicates all of the following: 
11.50 (a) (1)  
The printed name of the signer; 
11.50 (a) (2)  
The date and time when the signature was executed; and 
11.50 (a) (3)  
The meaning (such as review, approval, responsibility, or 
authorship) associated with the signature. 
 
11.50 (b)  
The items identified in paragraphs (a)(1), (a)(2), and (a)(3) of 
this section shall be subject to the same controls as for 
electronic records and shall be included as part of any human 
readable form of the electronic record (such as electronic 
display or printout). 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

Sec. 11.70 Signature/record linking  

11.70 
Electronic signatures and handwritten signatures executed to 
electronic records shall be linked to their respective electronic 
records to ensure that the signatures cannot be excised, 
copied, or otherwise transferred to falsify an electronic record 
by ordinary means. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

− Ensure that the use and elucidation of electronic 
signatures are defined with a procedure or policy.  

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

Subpart C — Electronic Signatures   

Sec. 11.100 General requirements  

11.100 (a) 
Each electronic signature shall be unique to one individual and 
shall not be reused by, or reassigned to, anyone else. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

− Ensure that the use and elucidation of electronic 
signatures are defined with a procedure or policy.  

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to govern the 
assignment of electronic signatures. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

11.100 (b) 
Before an organization establishes, assigns, certifies, or 
otherwise sanctions an individual's electronic signature, or any 
element of such electronic signature, the organization shall 
verify the identity of the individual. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to govern the 
assignment of electronic signatures. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 
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11.100 (c) 
Persons using electronic signatures shall, prior to or at the time 
of such use, certify to the agency that the electronic signatures 
in their system, used on or after August 20, 1997, are intended 
to be the legally binding equivalent of traditional handwritten 
signatures. 
11.100 (c) (1) 
The certification shall be submitted in paper form and signed 
with a traditional handwritten signature, to the Office of 
Regional Operations (HFC-100), 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, 
MD 20857. 
11.100 (c) (2) 
Persons using electronic signatures shall, upon agency request, 
provide additional certification or testimony that a specific 
electronic signature is the legally binding equivalent of the 
signer's handwritten signature. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure that letter has been sent to FDA. Confirm 
applicability with the organization’s quality assurance or 
compliance department. 

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to govern the 
assignment of electronic signatures including a form 
where users have signed an agreement indicating that 
their electronic signature is the legally binding 
equivalent of the signer's handwritten signature. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

Sec. 11.200 Electronic signature components and controls  

11.200 (a) 
Electronic signatures that are not based upon biometrics 
shall: 

 

11.200 (a) (1) 
Employ at least two distinct identification components such as 
an identification code and password. 
(i) When an individual executes a series of signings during a 
single, continuous period of controlled system access, the first 
signing shall be executed using all electronic signature 
components; subsequent signings shall be executed using at 
least one electronic signature component that is only 
executable by, and designed to be used only by, the individual. 
(ii) When an individual executes one or more signings not 
performed during single, continuous period of controlled 
system access, each signing shall be executed using all of the 
electronic signature components. 
11.200 (a) (2) 
Be used only by their genuine owners; and 
11.200 (a) (3) 
Be administered and executed to ensure that attempted use of 
an individual’s electronic signature by anyone other than its 
genuine owner requires collaboration of two or more 
individuals. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

− Ensure that the use and elucidation of electronic 
signatures are defined within a procedure or policy. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

11.200 (b) 
Electronic signatures based upon biometrics shall be designed 
to ensure that they cannot be used by anyone other than their 
genuine owners. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to govern the use 
and assignment of electronic signatures. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

Sec. 11.300 Controls for identification codes/passwords.  
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11.300 
Controls for identification codes/passwords. 
Persons who use electronic signatures based upon use of 
identification codes in combination with passwords shall 
employ controls to ensure their security and integrity. Such 
controls shall include: 

 

11.300 (a) 
Maintaining the uniqueness of each combined identification 
code and password, such that no two individuals have the 
same combination of identification code and password. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to govern the 
assignment of electronic signatures. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

11.300 (b) 
Ensuring that identification code and password issuances are 
periodically checked, recalled, or revised (e.g., to cover such 
events as password aging). 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to govern the 
assignment and management of electronic signatures. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

11.300 (c) 
Following loss management procedures to electronically de-
authorize lost, stolen, missing, or otherwise potentially 
compromised tokens, cards, and other devices that bear or 
generate identification code or password information, and to 
issue temporary or permanent replacements using suitable, 
rigorous controls. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

− Ensure that the use and management of electronic 
signatures are defined within a procedure or policy.  

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to assist in 
meeting this requirement.   

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

11.300 (d) 
Use of transaction safeguards to prevent unauthorized use of 
passwords and/or identification codes, and to detect and 
report in an immediate and urgent manner any attempts at 
their unauthorized use to the system security unit, and, as 
appropriate, to organizational management. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

− Ensure that the use and management of electronic 
signatures are defined within a procedure or policy.  

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to assist in 
meeting this requirement. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 
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11.300 (e) 
Initial and periodic testing of devices, such as tokens or cards, 
that bear or generate identification code or password 
information to ensure that they function properly and have not 
been altered in an unauthorized manner. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to assist in 
meeting this requirement.  

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 
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Appendix D. EudraLex Volume 4 Annex 11 Computerised Systems - Shared Responsibilities 

The objective of this analysis is to identify the procedural and technical controls that are required to 

satisfy the regulatory requirements of EudraLex Volume 4 Annex 11, both internally within Microsoft 

and externally for Microsoft life sciences customers. 

The following tables show how Microsoft and customer responsibilities are shared. In addition, for each 

Microsoft responsibility, the corresponding controls in the Microsoft SOC 2 Report have been 

referenced as well as other control activities that Microsoft has in place.  

EU Volume 4 Annex 11 Customer / Microsoft responsibilities 

General  

1. Risk Management  

Risk management should be applied throughout the lifecycle 
of the computerised system taking into account patient safety, 
data integrity and product quality. As part of a risk 
management system, decisions on the extent of validation and 
data integrity controls should be based on a justified and 
documented risk assessment of the computerised system. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Document the assessment of risks related to patient 
safety, data integrity, and product quality as part of the 
validation activities around the GxP system(s) hosted 
within Azure. 

− Define and implement the necessary controls to mitigate 
risks and ensure data integrity. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Risk management is incorporated into processes around 
the development and maintenance of the Microsoft 
Azure platform (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC2.1, 
CC3.1, CC3.2, CC3.3, CC3.4, CC4.1, CC5.1, CC9.1, CC9.2; 
CCM Criteria: GRM-04, STA-05). 

2. Personnel  
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There should be close cooperation between all relevant 
personnel such as Process Owner, System Owner, Qualified 
Persons and IT. All personnel should have appropriate 
qualifications, level of access and defined responsibilities to 
carry out their assigned duties. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Identify key stakeholders for all GxP systems hosted in 
Azure. 

− Implement appropriate user, developer, and/or 
administrator training processes. 

− Ensure personnel have adequate 
experience/qualification/training to perform their job 
duties. 

− Ensure personnel training and qualifications are 
documented (that is, training records, CV). 

− Establish appropriate logical security processes that 
govern the administration of system 
users/administrators to ensure segregation of duties and 
assignment of permissions according to the principle of 
least privilege. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Training procedures have been established to evaluate 
the competency of personnel and engaged third parties 
(contractors) based on their job function. (Refer to SOC 
2 Trust Criteria: CC1.1, CC1.4, CC1.5, CC2.2, CC2.3, 
CC5.3; CCM Criteria: BCR-10, GRM-03, GRM-06, HRS-04, 
HRS-05, HRS-09). 

− Physical and logical security policies are in place to limit 
access to authorized individuals based on the individual’s 
job duties. (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC6.1, CC6.5, 
CC6.6, CC7.3, CC7.4, CC7.5, PI1.4; CCM Criteria: DCS-02). 

3. Suppliers and Service Providers  

3.1 When third parties (e.g. suppliers, service providers) are 
used e.g. to provide, install, configure, integrate, validate, 
maintain (e.g. via remote access), modify or retain a 
computerised system or related service or for data processing, 
formal agreements must exist between the manufacturer and 
any third parties, and these agreements should include clear 
statements of the responsibilities of the third party. IT-
departments should be considered analogous. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure that formal agreements are implemented with 
suppliers that clearly define the roles and responsibilities 
of each party. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Contracts are in place with Microsoft suppliers to 
identify responsibilities, and procedures are followed to 
periodically monitor and review activities for 
inconsistencies or non-conformance. (Refer to SOC 2 
Trust Criteria: CC9.2; CCM Criteria: IAM-09, STA-07).  

− Formal agreements are implemented between Microsoft 
and its customers that include statements of 
responsibilities as described with in the Online Service 
Terms (OST) (see details in Section 3.2.2). 
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3.2 The competence and reliability of a supplier are key factors 
when selecting a product or service provider. The need for an 
audit should be based on a risk assessment. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure that the supplier assessment process is 
documented and provides rationale to support the 
method implemented to qualify a selected supplier. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Risks related to external parties are assessed and 
addressed (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC1.3, CC2.1, 
CC2.3, CC3.1, CC3.2, CC3.3, CC3.4, CC5.1, CC5.2, CC8.1, 
CC9.2; CCM Criteria: CCC-02, DSI-02, GRM-02, GRM-08, 
GRM-10, GRM-11, IAM-07, STA-01, STA-05, STA-06. 
STA-07, STA-08, STA-09). 

3.3 Documentation supplied with commercial off-the-shelf 
products should be reviewed by regulated users to check that 
user requirements are fulfilled. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Define regulated user requirements. 

− Review product documentation published on 
Microsoft Azure Documentation site and within the 
Service Trust Platform (STP) to ensure regulated user 
requirements are fulfilled. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Microsoft continuously publishes and updates content 
on the Microsoft Azure Documentation site and within 
the Service Trust Platform (STP) to ensure it accurately 
reflects the current product portfolio and capabilities. 

− Microsoft also provides extensive documentation in the 
form of websites, white papers, Microsoft employee 
blog entries, and video tutorials that describe the 
installation, configuration, and use of products and 
features on the Azure training website. 

3.4 Quality system and audit information relating to suppliers 
or developers of software and implemented systems should 
be made available to inspectors on request. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Review the most recent Microsoft Azure ISO and SOC 
audit reports produced by independent third-party 
organizations and document the results of the 
assessment as necessary based on internal processes. 

− Ensure that supplier/vendor assessment information is 
available to inspectors when requested. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Microsoft provides customers with access to audit 
information related to the internal quality system and 
secure development-related processes via the Service 
Trust Platform (STP) (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: 
CC2.3) 

Project Phase  

4. Validation  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/training/
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4.1 The validation documentation and reports should cover 
the relevant steps of the life cycle. Manufacturers should be 
able to justify their standards, protocols, acceptance criteria, 
procedures and records based on their risk assessment. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Implement a formal computer system validation policy 
or procedure that conforms to the specified 
requirements. 

− Perform and document the qualification/validation of 
GxP system(s) hosted within Microsoft Azure based on a 
risk assessment. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Procedures and controls are in place to ensure the Azure 
platform is developed and tested in accordance with 
industry best practices and standards (for example, ISO 
9001 and ISO/IEC 27001) to ensure quality and security 
as well as consistent and reliable performance. (Refer to 
SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC5.2, CC8.1; CCM Criteria: AIS-01, 
CCC-01, IVS-13, STA-03). 

− Risk management is incorporated into processes around 
the development and maintenance of the Microsoft 
Azure platform (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC1.2, 
CC3.1, CC3.2; CCM Criteria: BCR-06, BCR-09, DSI-02, 
CCC-05, GRM-02, GRM-04, GRM-08, GRM-10, GRM-11, 
HRS-02, IAM-05, IAM-07, IVS-04, STA-01, STA-05, STA-
06, TVM-02). 

4.2 Validation documentation should include change control 
records (if applicable) and reports on any deviations observed 
during the validation process. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Implement formal change control and deviation 
management processes in conjunction with validation of 
GxP applications. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− A formal change management process is defined 
governing how changes are made to the Azure platform 
(including products, services, and supporting hardware) 
(Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC7.1; CCM Criteria: CCC-
02, CCC-03, CCC-05, TVM-02). 
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4.3 An up to date listing of all relevant systems and their GMP 
functionality (inventory) should be available. 
 
For critical systems, an up to date system description detailing 
the physical and logical arrangements, data flows and 
interfaces with other systems or processes, any hardware and 
software pre-requisites, and security measures should be 
available. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Implement formal change control and deviation 
management processes in conjunction with validation of 
GxP applications. 

− Ensure controls are established to maintain current 
copies of any system documentation required to manage 
applicable GxP computerized systems 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Microsoft Azure maintains an inventory of key 
information assets. Procedures are established to review 
the inventory on a quarterly basis. (Refer to SOC 2 Trust 
Criteria: CC3.3, CC6.1, CC8.1, A1.2; CCM Criteria: DSI-02, 
DSI-04, DSI-06, DCS-01). 

− Controls are in place to ensure the Azure platform 
(including products, services, and supporting hardware) 
is maintained in a state of control and compliance (Refer 
to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC5.2, CC8.1; CCM Criteria: AIS-
01, CCC-01, IVS-13, STA-03). 

− A detailed system description of Azure services is 
contained with the SOC and ISO/IEC 27001 audit reports, 
which is available to customers via the Service Trust 
Platform (STP). 

4.4 User Requirements Specifications should describe the 
required functions of the computerised system and be based 
on documented risk assessment and GMP impact. User 
requirements should be traceable throughout the life-cycle. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Implement formal change control and deviation 
management processes in conjunction with validation of 
GxP applications. 

− Ensure controls are established to maintain current 
copies of any system documentation required to manage 
applicable GxP computerized systems. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Microsoft Azure system requirements as they relate to 
the development of new features and major platform 
changes follow a defined approach based on the Security 
Development Lifecycle (SDL) (Refer to SOC 2 Trust 
Criteria: CC5.2, CC7.1, CC8.1; CCM Criteria: AIS-01; CCC-
01, DSI-05, IVS-08, IVS-13, STA-03). 

− Formal risk assessments are performed on a regular 
basis (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC3.2; CCM Criteria: 
GRM-10). 
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4.5 The regulated user should take all reasonable steps, to 
ensure that the system has been developed in accordance 
with an appropriate quality management system. The supplier 
should be assessed appropriately. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Review the most recent Microsoft Azure ISO and SOC 
audit reports produced by independent third-party 
organizations and document the results of the 
assessment as necessary based on internal processes. 

− Ensure that supplier/vendor assessment information is 
available to inspectors when requested. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Microsoft Azure regularly undergoes independent audits 
performed by qualified third-party accredited assessors 
for ISO (27001, 27018 & 9001), SOC (1, 2, 3), HITRUST, 
FedRAMP and PCI (Refer to Section 2.4) 

− Microsoft provides customers with access to audit 
information related to the internal quality system and 
secure development-related processes via the Service 
Trust Platform (STP) (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: 
CC2.3). 

4.6 For the validation of bespoke or customised computerised 
systems there should be a process in place that ensures the 
formal assessment and reporting of quality and performance 
measures for all the life-cycle stages of the system. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Establish controls to ensure the assessment of quality 
and performance metrics throughout the GxP 
computerized system’s lifecycle. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Microsoft Azure development teams follow defined 
processes for verifying newly developed products and 
features, as well as for product changes and 
enhancements (Refer to SOC 2 CCM Criteria: CCC-03). 

− Microsoft provides customers with access to audit 
information related to the internal quality system and 
secure development-related processes via the Service 
Trust Platform (STP) (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: 
CC2.3) 

4.7 Evidence of appropriate test methods and test scenarios 
should be demonstrated. Particularly, system (process) 
parameter limits, data limits and error handling should be 
considered. Automated testing tools and test environments 
should have documented assessments for their adequacy. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure the implementation and use of a formal 
computer system validation policy or procedure that 
meets these requirements. 

− Document the qualification and validation testing 
activities in accordance with established processes. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Microsoft Azure development teams follow defined 
processes for verifying newly developed products and 
features, as well as for product changes and 
enhancements (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC6.8, 
CC8.1, PI1.3, PI1.4; CCM Criteria: BCR-10, CCC-03) 

− Microsoft provides customers with access to audit 
information related to the internal quality system and 
secure development-related processes via the Service 
Trust Platform (STP) (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: 
CC2.3) 
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4.8 If data are transferred to another data format or system, 
validation should include checks that data are not altered in 
value and/or meaning during this migration process. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Establish data migration plan and testing strategy to 
ensure data integrity is maintained during the migration 
process. 

 
 Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

Operational Phase  

5. Data  

Computerised systems exchanging data electronically with 
other systems should include appropriate built-in checks for 
the correct and secure entry and processing of data, in order 
to minimize the risks. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure that encryption and access controls are in place 
so that the integrity of data is maintained. 

− Ensure that appropriate logical security policies are 
established, and training has been documented. 

− Implement appropriate user access management 
practices to ensure that users are assigned permissions 
based on their job functions. 

− Implement periodic review of assigned access rights. 

− Verify GxP system only permits authorized actions to be 
taken with respect to regulated content. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Encryption and access controls have been implemented 
to ensure that the integrity of data is maintained (Refer 
to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC6.6, CC6.7; CCM Criteria: 
EKM-03, EKM-04, IVS-10, IVS-11, IVS-12, IPY-04). 

6. Accuracy Checks  

For critical data entered manually, there should be an 
additional check on the accuracy of the data. This check may 
be done by a second operator or by validated electronic 
means. The criticality and the potential consequences of 
erroneous or incorrectly entered data to a system should be 
covered by risk management. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Establish procedural controls to enforce review of 
manually entered data or implement automated 
accuracy check mechanisms as part of the GxP system 
design / configuration. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

7. Data Storage  
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7.1 Data should be secured by both physical and electronic 
means against damage. Stored data should be checked for 
accessibility, readability and accuracy. Access to data should 
be ensured throughout the retention period. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Follow Azure Data Security and Encryption Best Practices 
to secure and protect data stored within the GxP 
system(s) hosted in Azure.  

− Implement appropriate security controls governing 
access to Azure services and GxP system(s) including 
permissions to regulated data. 

− Ensure backup processes and systems are tested so that 
data integrity is maintained. 

− Define record retention policies for regulated data. 

− Ensure disaster recovery and business continuity 
processes are in place and tested. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Security controls to protect Azure cloud services and 
infrastructure are in place (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: 
CC6.1, CC6.5, CC6.6, CC7.3, CC7.4, CC7.5, PI1.4; CCM 
Criteria: DCS-02). 

− Controls are implemented to ensure data is stored and 
maintained completely, accurately, and in a timely 
manner for its specified life span. (Refer to SOC 2 Trust 
Criteria: A1.1, A1.2, PI1.1, PI1.3, PI1.5; CCM Criteria: 
AIS-03, IPY-03). 

− SLA terms for data/service availability and maintenance 
are defined and monitored to ensure conformity (Refer 
to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: A1.1; CCM Criteria: CCC-05, DSI-
02, STA-05, STA-07). 

− Controls are in place to oversee the service of data 
backup or mirroring (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: 
CC6.1, CC6.5, CC6.6, CC6.7, CC7.2, A1.2, A1.3, C1.1, 
C1.2, PI1.3, PI1.5; CCM Criteria: BCR-06, BCR-11, DSI-07, 
DCS-04, DCS-05, EKM-03). 
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7.2 Regular back-ups of all relevant data should be done. 
Integrity and accuracy of backup data and the ability to 
restore the data should be checked during validation and 
monitored periodically. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure that backup infrastructure and policies are in 
place and have been tested for 
applications/systems/data maintained within the Azure 
environment. 

− Ensure appropriate governance of system administration 
activities around the management of Microsoft Azure 
services. 

− Ensure that encryption and access controls are in place 
to ensure that the integrity of data is maintained. 

− Verify that any GxP system hosted within the Azure 
environment conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirement. 

  
Microsoft responsibilities 

− SLA terms for data/service availability and maintenance 
are defined and monitored to ensure conformity (Refer 
to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: A1.1; CCM Criteria: CCC-05, DSI-
02, STA-05, STA-07). 

− Physical and logical security policies are in place and 
followed (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC6.1, CC6.5, 
CC6.6, CC7.3, CC7.4, CC7.5, PI1.4; CCM Criteria: DCS-02). 

− Controls are in place to ensure that actions of Microsoft 
personnel with access to production systems are limited 
and do not interfere with the integrity of customer data 
(Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: C1.1, C1.2). 

8. Printouts  

8.1 It should be possible to obtain clear printed copies of 

electronically stored data. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure through verification that the transfer of data 
from applications/systems installed within the Microsoft 
Azure environment (which may store data) does not 
affect data integrity.  

− Verify that any GxP system hosted within the Azure 
environment conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirement. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

8.2 For records supporting batch release it should be possible 

to generate printouts indicating if any of the data has been 

changed since the original entry. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system hosted within the Azure 
environment conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirement. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

9. Audit Trails  
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Consideration should be given, based on a risk assessment, to 

building into the system the creation of a record of all GMP-

relevant changes and deletions (a system generated "audit 

trail"). For change or deletion of GMP-relevant data the 

reason should be documented. Audit trails need to be 

available and convertible to a generally intelligible form and 

regularly reviewed. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Perform a risk assessment to determine where audit 
trails need to be implemented and verified within the 
GxP system(s). 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

10. Change and Configuration Management  

Any changes to a computerised system including system 
configurations should only be made in a controlled manner in 
accordance with a defined procedure. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure that appropriate logical security policies are 
established, and training has been documented. 

− Ensure that appropriate security controls are defined to 
govern application/system/Azure access along with 
permissions related to data. 

− Ensure appropriate system administration practices are 
followed for applications/systems installed within the 
Azure environment. 

− Ensure appropriate governance of system administration 
activities around the management of Microsoft Azure 
services. 

− Ensure that backup infrastructure and policies are in 
place and have been tested for GxP system(s) hosted the 
Azure environment. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Azure notifies customers of potential changes and 
events that may affect security or availability of the 
services (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC2.2, CC7.1, 
CC8.1; CCM Criteria: CCC-02, CCC-03, CCC-05, GRM-01, 
TVM-02). 

11. Periodic evaluation  

Computerised systems should be periodically evaluated to 
confirm that they remain in a valid state and are compliant 
with GMP. Such evaluations should include, where 
appropriate, the current range of functionality, deviation 
records, incidents, problems, upgrade history, performance, 
reliability, security and validation status reports. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure that procedural controls are in place to 
periodically review the state of applications deployed 
within Azure. 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Controls are in place to periodically review the state of 
components deployed within Azure to ensure their 
configuration is aligned with the baseline configuration 
(Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: CC4.1, CC7.2; CCM 
Criteria: STA-04).  

12. Security  
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12.1 Physical and/or logical controls should be in place to 
restrict access to computerised system to authorised persons. 
Suitable methods of preventing unauthorised entry to the 
system may include the use of keys, pass cards, personal 
codes with passwords, biometrics, restricted access to 
computer equipment and data storage areas. 

12.2 The extent of security controls depends on the criticality 
of the computerised system. 

12.3 Creation, change, and cancellation of access 
authorisations should be recorded. 

12.4 Management systems for data and for documents should 
be designed to record the identity of operators entering, 
changing, confirming or deleting data including date and time. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure that appropriate security controls are defined to 
govern application/system/Azure access along with 
permissions related to data. 

− Ensure that appropriate logical security policies are 
established, and training has been documented. 

− Ensure appropriate system administration practices are 
followed for applications/systems installed within the 
Azure environment. 

− Ensure that audit trails have been properly defined and 
verified. 

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to help meet this 
requirement.  

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Security policies are in place (Refer to SOC 2 Trust 
Criteria: CC6.1, CC6.5, CC6.6, CC7.3, CC7.4, CC7.5, PI1.4; 
CCM Criteria: DCS-02). 

− SLA terms for data/service availability and maintenance 
are defined and monitored to ensure conformity (Refer 
to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: A1.1; CCM Criteria: CCC-05, DSI-
02, STA-05, STA-07). 

13. Incident Management  

All incidents, not only system failures and data errors, should 
be reported and assessed. The root cause of a critical incident 
should be identified and should form the basis of corrective 
and preventive actions. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to manage 
system incidents and perform root cause analysis to 
identify corrective and preventive actions. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to manage 
system incidents and perform root cause analysis to 
identify corrective and preventive actions (Refer to SOC 
2 Trust Criteria: CC2.2, CC2.3, CC3.2, CC3.3, CC4.1, 
CC4.2, CC6.8, CC7.2, CC7.3, CC7.4, CC7.5; CCM Criteria: 
BCR-10, SEF-02 - SEF-05). 

14. Electronic Signature  

Electronic records may be signed electronically. Electronic 
signatures are expected to: 

a. have the same impact as hand-written signatures 
within the boundaries of the company, 

b. be permanently linked to their respective record, 
c. include the time and date that they were applied. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to govern the use 
and assignment of electronic signatures. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

15. Batch Release  
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When a computerised system is used for recording 
certification and batch release, the system should allow only 
Qualified Persons to certify the release of the batches and it 
should clearly identify and record the person releasing or 
certifying the batches. This should be performed using an 
electronic signature. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Verify that any GxP system that supports electronic 
signatures conforms to the specified regulatory 
requirements. 

− Ensure procedure controls are in place to govern the use 
and assignment of electronic signatures. 

 

Microsoft responsibilities 

− Not applicable – this requirement applies exclusively to 
the regulated use of the GxP application. 

16. Business Continuity  

For the availability of computerised systems supporting critical 
processes, provisions should be made to ensure continuity of 
support for those processes in the event of a system 
breakdown (e.g. a manual or alternative system). The time 
required to bring the alternative arrangements into use should 
be based on risk and appropriate for a particular system and 
the business process it supports. These arrangements should 
be adequately documented and tested. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Ensure that mechanisms for disaster recovery and 
business continuity are in place and tested. 

− Ensure that backup infrastructure and policies are in 
place and have been tested. 

− Implement and test data repatriation plan(s). 

 
Microsoft responsibilities  

− Ensure that mechanisms for disaster recovery and 
business continuity are in place and tested, should any 
issue arise with Microsoft Azure services (Refer to SOC 2 
Trust Criteria: CC3.2, CC5.1, CC5.2, CC7.5, A1.1, A1.2, 
A1.3; CCM Criteria: BCR-01, BCR-05, BCR-08-BCR-11). 

− Ensure that backup infrastructure and policies are in 
place and have been tested (Refer to SOC 2 Trust 
Criteria: A1.2, A1.3, PI1.1, PI1.4). 

− Implement and test data repatriation plan(s) (Refer to 
SOC 2 CCM Criteria: IPY-01). 

− SLA terms for data/service availability and maintenance 
are defined and monitored to ensure conformity (Refer 
to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: A1.1; CCM Criteria: CCC-05, DSI-
02, STA-05, STA-07). 

17. Archiving  
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Data may be archived. This data should be checked for 
accessibility, readability and integrity. If relevant changes are 
to be made to the system (e.g. computer equipment or 
programs), then the ability to retrieve the data should be 
ensured and tested. 

Customer responsibilities 

− Follow Azure Data Security and Encryption Best Practices 
to secure and protect data stored within the GxP 
system(s) hosted in Azure.  

− Implement appropriate security controls that govern 
access to Azure services and GxP system(s) including 
permissions to regulated data. 

− Ensure backup processes and systems are tested so that 
data integrity is maintained. 

− Define record retention policies for regulated data. 

− Ensure disaster recovery and business continuity 
processes are in place and tested. 

 
Microsoft responsibilities 

− Security controls to protect Azure cloud services and 
infrastructure are in place (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: 
CC6.1, CC6.5, CC6.6, CC7.3, CC7.4, CC7.5, PI1.4; CCM 
Criteria: DCS-02). 

− Controls are implemented to ensure data is stored and 
maintained completely, accurately, and in a timely 
manner for its specified life span. (Refer to SOC 2 Trust 
Criteria: A1.1, A1.2, PI1.1, PI1.3, PI1.5; CCM Criteria: 
AIS-03, IPY-03). 

− SLA terms for data/service availability and maintenance 
are defined and monitored to ensure conformity (Refer 
to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: A1.1; CCM Criteria: CCC-05, DSI-
02, STA-05, STA-07). 

− Controls are in place to oversee the service of data 
backup or mirroring (Refer to SOC 2 Trust Criteria: 
CC6.1, CC6.5, CC6.6, CC6.7, CC7.2, A1.2, A1.3, C1.1, 
C1.2, PI1.3, PI1.5; CCM Criteria: BCR-06, BCR-11, DSI-07, 
DCS-04, DCS-05, EKM-03). 
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